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The-weight estimating program developed for the EDIN0613P


simulation series automates the weight and geometry estimations


essential to the predesign of a heavy lift launch vehicle in


the one million pound payload range. The EDIN0613P series


simulations size a two stage (winged) tandem launch vehicle for


the space power system being investigated for the year 1995.


The launch vehicle consists of a booster and second stage element








The weight estimating program, when employed in an automated


simulation, is a highly useful tool in conceptual design studies


where the effects of various trajectory configuration and sub­

system parameters must be evaluated rapidly and economically.


The program furnishes weight estimates of components and a large


amount of configuration geometry necessary to make tradeoffs and


evaluate the configuration. Emphasis is placed on simplicity


for flexibility ease of implementation and minimum input prepara­

tion. Characteristic equations for estimating weights are based


largely on historical data and are kept relatively simple. The


program is designed for a specific application but avoids the


complexity of a completely generalized computer program that


would be unwieldily to use and/or modify.


This document describes a method and computer program for the


calculation and summation of system and subsystem weight elements


for advanced aerospace vehicle concepts. The method is based on


the statistical analysis of historical weight data for the com­

ponents of similar vehicle configurations. The correlations and


correlating parameters for a variety of vehicles in the advanced


transportation class are presented. The user of the program has


.the option of accepting the vehicle correlation presented for








The correlating parameters are described to the computer program


in terms of gross geometric characteristics and vehicle weight


Geometric characteristics include such items as wing area, aspect

ratio, body length, etc. The vehicle is initially sized on the








system and subsystem weight elements resulting in the recalcula­
tion of the input vehicle weight. An iteration is performed to 





The estimati6n of the mass properties of a vehicle is one of the


most important considerations in the design process and yet one


of the most inexact engineering endeavors. While the calculation


of aerodynamic, propulsion and mission performance are based on


.widely recognized mathematical prediction techniques, the estima­

tion of weight must be based largely on historical data. The art


of weight estimation has evolved through the years by the diligent

collection and correlation of component weight of previously built


vehicles. New design weights are predicted on the basis of the


component weights of past designs. Little information is usually

available on the other properties such as volume, area, center








The classical approach to weight estimation (i.e., the component

buildup technique) is used in the program. Each component weight


is based on the weight of the same component of similar vehicles


that have actually been built or at least designed in great de­

tail. The similarity law that gives the best correlation for














A. is the empirical coefficient of the historical equation.


Xi is a predominant physical characteristic or combination


thereof effecting the weight of the component







The component weight is obtained from the summation of all


physical characteristic combinations, X. which contributes to


the weight of the component. The correlation parameters A. and


B. are determined empirically from historical data on similar


vehicle systems or subsystems. The technique is based on a pre­

programmed set of xi .Ai and Bi and is read into the program.


















The program logic assumes the propellant weight and physical

characteristics are known. It performs the weight estimations


based on the above formulations with user supplied correlation


parameters,. estimated gross weight and estimated landing weight.


An internal iteration loop cycles,through the equations until


convergence on gross weight is achieved. Appendix A presents


a listing of the w6ight estimating programs for stage 1 and


stage 2. In addition, an abbreviated flow chart of this program


is presented in Appendix B..


Calculation of Weight Coefficients












This equation form generates a straight line on log-log graph


paper. Consequently most historical data is correlated on this


type of paper. All available data is usually plotted against

the correlation parameter, X. A regression analysis produces a


mean line (s) through the data. The coefficients A and B-are


then determined. The data herein presents the historical data.,


the trend line from the regression analysis and the coefficients.


Frequently, however, the user desires to alter the trend line


based on data for a vehicle more like the study vehicle or


change the technology level (i.e., 1995 technology needed for


the SPS launch vehicle). This results in a change in coefficients.


A method for determination of the adjusted coefficients, is pre­







If a new line is above or below the existing line, the A coeffi­

cient is simply scaled by the ratio of any-two values lying on


the two lines at the same value of the X correlation parameter:.


A new W new @ X


.Aold W old @ X 
The B exponent does not change since the "slope" or trend has not


changed. -If the alteration of the "slope" or trend is indicated,









Consider two correlation points, X1 and X2 and the corresponding


weight vaiues W1 and W2 on the log-log graph paper. The value


of n for a straight line through the two points is:








The logarithm may be any base. Suppose the two chosen points are


N cycles apart, the formula becomes:






if base 10 logarithm is employed in the numerator. The formula


for natural logarithm is:
















Using the above equation, the user can establish any weight trend











The program computes approximate flight vehicle mass properties








1. 	 Correlation of past vehicle mass and volume properties

against physically significant parameters.


2. 	 Regression analysis of the correlations to provide an


analytic model for flight vehicle mass properties.


The program operates at the subsystem and major component level.


The subsystem breakdown employed is:


1. 	 Aerodynamic surfaces


2. 	 Body structure.


3. 	 Induced environment protection.


4. 	 Launch and recovery.


5. 	 Main propulsion.


6. 	 Orientation controls and separation system.


7. 	 Surface controls.

















Each subsystem is broken down into major components. For










2. 	 Vertical fin.


3. 	 Horizontal stabilizer.


4. 	 Fairings, shrouds and associated structure.


Each subsystem and subsystem component weight and estimating









Wing. - The wing weight equation as defined within this study, 
is based on the theoretical area and calculates an installed 
structural wing weight that includes control surfaces and carries 
through where applicable. The weight of the wing is calculated


as a function of load and geometry.



















Ww = Structural Wing Weight, lbs. 
WD = Vehicle Entry Weight, lbs.


LF = Ultimate Load Factor.


b = Structural Span, ft. (Figure 1)


SW = Total Theoretical Wing Area, sq. ft.


tR = Wing Taper Ratio.


C = Scaling Coefficient.


The wing weight coefficients (C) and 0.67 represent the intercept


and slope, respectively, of the logarithmic data shown in figure


2. The data used to derive the empirical equation and coeffi­

cients is based on actual wing weights of many types of aircraft,


both straight and swept wing. The coefficient (C) was derived


by taking a 25% reduction over the shuttle technology to maintain








To account for the heat loads encountered by the wing during a


reentry, the equation illustrated in figure 3 was used to compute


the additional wing thickness requirements. The computed thick­






Vertical Fin. - The vertical fin weight includes the weight of
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BOOSTER: 	 WD ENTRY WEIGHT FROM SIZING


nZ LOAD FACTOR = 3.0 (CONSTANT FOR DESIGN)








tR GEOMETRY AND SIZING (t/c = 0.12)


C 1781 	 (SHUTTLE TECHNOLOGY LESS 25%)


GLIDER: 	 WD ENTRY WEIGHT FROM SIZING








tR GEOMETRY AND SIZING (t/c = 0.08)


C 1781 (SHUTTLE TECHNOLOGY LESS 25%)
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Wv = Vertical fin Weight, lbs.


C = Scaling Coefficient.


Sv = Fin Planfbrm Area, sq. ft.


The vertical fin coefficients (C) and 1.113 represent the slope


and intercept of the logarithmic data shown in figures 4 and 5.


The data illustrated in figure 4 is representative of vertical


fin data for straight and swept wing aircraft. The value for


coefficient (C) chosen for this study is representative of shuttle


technology with a 20% reduction to maintain a tolerance level


within the illustrated 1995 projection (References 1 and 2).


No heat sink penalty was applied due to the high alpha assumed


for the reentry portion of the flight.


Horizontal Stabilizer. - The horizontal stabilizer weight includes


the weight of the control system. The weight is scaled as a


combined function of load, geometry and dynamic pressure.


The equation for the horizontal stabilizer is:


WH = C.A 
O] (QMAX)"8 





WH = Horizontal Stabilizer Weight, lbs.


WD = Entry Weight, lbs.


SW = Wing Planform Area, sq. ft.


SH = Maximum Dynamic Pressure, PSF.


The coefficients (C) .6, 1.2 and .8 are representative of the


data illustrated by figure 6. The weight is directly proportional


to A. The coefficient (C) is representative of shuttle technology








A heat sink weight penalty was applied to the horizontal stabilizer
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Integral LOX Tank. - The integral oxidizer tank is sized as a


function of total tank volume including ullage and residuals.











W = Liquid Oxygen Tank Weight, lbs.


V = Total Oxidizer Tank Volume, cu. ft.


C = Sealing Coefficient


The scaling coefficient (C) was formulated from the data


illustrated in figure 7, and is representative of shuttle


technology less 25% which provides a nominal 1995 projection


level, References 1 and 2.


To account for the heat loads encountered by the LOX tank during


a reentry, the equation illustrated in figure 8 was used to com­

pute the additional thickness to soak the heat load. The


calculated thickness is then used to arrive at an additional


LOX tank weight, Reference 3.


Integral Fuel Tank. - The integral fuel tank is sized as a 
function of total tank volume, including ullage and residual 
volume. 





W = Fuel Tank Weight, lbs. 




The scaling coefficient (C) was formulated for RP-l, LH2 and


C8H3 integral fuel tanks. The data for RP-I and LH2 is


illustrated in figures 9 and 10. Since the physical properties 
of RP-I approximate C8H3 propellant, the coefficient developed 
for the RP-I tank was used for the C8H3 tank. All three of 
these coefficients represent shuttle technology less 25% to


maintain a nominal 1995 prediction level, References 1 and 2.


The data illustrated in figure 8 was used to compute the addi­
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The thickness is computed in the same manner as the LOX tank,


heat sink requirements, Reference 3.


Thrust Structure. - The weight of the main engine thrust structure


is a function of total vacuum thrust and includes the attachment


structure and thrust beams but does not include the aft skirt.


The equation for thrust structure is:






W = Total weight of the Thrust Structure, lbs.


C = Scaling Coefficient.


TVAC= Total Vacuum Thrust of Stage, lbs.


The weight scaling coefficient (C) and 1.15 were developed from


the historical data shown in figures 11 and 12. The coefficient


(C) is representative of shuttle data less 25% which maintains


a nominal 1995 prediction level, References 1 and 2.


Nose Structure. - The nose structure includes the structure for­

ward of the integral LOX tank and includes the basic shell weight,


access doors, fairings, etc. The weight is computed as a function


of estimated wetted area.












WN = Structural Weight of the Nose, lbs.


C = Scaling Coefficient.


R = Radius of Nose, ft.


I = Length of Nose, ft.


PI = Constant (3.14159)
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Intertank Structure. - The intertank structure includes the


structure in-between the integral LOX and fuel tanks. The inter­







The equation for the intertank structure is:






W = Intertank weight, lbs.


LF = Load factor, g's.


W2 = Weight of propellant, lbs.


WT = Tank weights, lbs.


LREF = Reference length, ft.


DIA = Diameter of fuselage, ft.


Q = Maximum dynamic pressure, PSF.


C = Scaling coefficient.


The scaling coefficient C corresponds to the historical data


shown in figure 13 (Reference 4).


Interstage Structure. - The interstage structure is the connect­

ing structure between the booster and the second stage. It is


jettisoned at staging. The interstage structure is sized as a


function of wetted area as follows:






W = Weight of the interstage structure, lbs.


C = Scaling coefficient, lbs/sq. ft.


DIA = Diameter of stage, ft.


LNOSE = Length of interstage, st.


Typical values for (C) varying from 2.50 to 3.66 lbs./sq. ft. of


wetted area (reference figure 13).


Secondary Structure. - The secondary structure includes access




























































































W = Weight of secondary structure, lbs.


C = Scaling coefficient


WST = Total weight of structures group, lbs.








Insulation. - A radiative protection system to hold structural


temperatures within acceptable limits is the type of vehicle


thermal protection system considered for this study. This system


utilizes radiative cover panels with or without insulation. If


insulation is used, it assumes that -the structural temperature


is held to approximately 2000 F.


The equation for insulation weight is:






W = Weight of the insulation, lbs.


C = Scaling coefficient


SW = Total wetted area to be insulated, sq. ft.


The coefficient (C) is an insulation unit weight that may be
 

obtained as a function of surface temperature from figure 14.


The user must estimate the surface temperature that will be


encountered on the initial case in order to input the coeffi­

cient C180 and then adjust the input on following runs if the
 

initial estimate is too far off.


The data shown in figure 14 is based on microquartz insulation


for an 1/2 hour time duration. The three curves represent allow­

able heating rates of 100, 400 and 700 BTU/ft.2 with the








Launch Gear. - The launch gear equation is used for the support


structure and devices associated with supporting the vehicle


during the launch sequence. This includes struts, pads, sequenc­
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W = Total weight of launch gear, lbs.


WTO = Liftoff weight, lbs.


C = Scaling coefficient.


The input coefficient .0003 is a proportion of the computed


takeoff weight. Typical values for preliminary design purposes


would be .0001 to .0003.


Landing Gear. - The landing gear equation has been developed


from data correlation of existing aircraft. This data included


the nose gear, main gear and controls. The equation for calcula­












WLG = Total weight of landing gear and controls, lbs.


WWAIT = Maximum landing weight, lbs.


The landing gear weight coefficients .00196 and 1.1244 represent


the intercept and slope, respectively, of logarithmic data shown


in figure 15. The'data used in deriving the coefficients in








The engines considered in this study are the main engines used


to propel the vehicle during the main flight phases, the second­

ary engines used for orbit maneuvering and de-orbit maneuvers and


the flyback engines used for flyback and landing.


Main Engines. - The main engines for this study are assumed to


be advanced technology engines. The main engines are scaled as











WENGS = Weight of main engines, lbs.
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Typical values of ratio are as follows: 

Engine Type Ratio 

LOX/H2 1 X 10l6 bs. Thrust 75. 

LOX/H2 2 X 106 ibs. Thrust 90. 

LOX/RP- 2 X 106 lbs. Thrust 90. 

Airbreathing Engines. - The flyback engines are used for flyback


and landing on the booster vehicle and they are used for landing


only on the orbiter stage. These are airbreathing engines that


are scaled as a function of initial flyback weight or input as











WABPR = Weight of airbreathing engines, lbs.


C = Scaling coefficients.


WENT = Flyback weight, lbs.


CLD = Liftover drag ratio.


THR = Thrust at altitude of engine, lbs.


Airbreathing Tankage. - The airbreathing engine tanks are-sized


as a function of the fuel requirements. The equation for the


airbreathing engine tank is:






W = Weight of tanks, lbs.


WAB = Weight of airbreathing fuel requirement, lbs.


C = Scaling coefficient.


Main Fuel System. - The fuel system includes the weight of those


items necessary to deliver the fuel from the vehicle storage tanks


to the engine pump inlets, tank venting and propellant dumping


requirements. The weight of such systems is highly dependent upon


the vehicle tank and propulsion system layout and the ease of


ducting required to perform the propellant transfer function. The












WFUSYS = Fuel system weight, lbs.


TTOT = Total vacuum thrust of main engines, lbs.


The weight of the main fuel system may vary substantially from


one booster to another because of the many design considera­

tions which can only be analyzed on the basis of a specific


design application. Since boosters may have to be sized on a


preliminary basis before detail design data is available, the


.00095 coefficient was used to account for a RP-I main fuel


system. The coefficient .00023 is used for LH2 systems.


Main Oxidizer Systems. - The oxidizer system comprises those


items needed to transfer oxidizer from the vehicle storage

tanks to the propulsion system and the components required to


vent or dump the oxidizer tanks. This system is dependent


upon the size, length and ease of ducting for transfer of the











WOXSYS = Weight of oxidizer system, lbs.


TTOT = Total vacuum thrust, lbs.


A booster with the oxidizer tank forward of the fuel tank,


and RP-l is used for the fuel, the coefficient .00175 is used.


If LH2 is used for the main fuel, the coefficient .0023 is








Propellant Pressurization and Purge System. - The propellant
pressurization and purse system for the main propellant system

is representative of a stored high pressure helium system.

The two major parameters used to obtain input are the main


tank pressures and the helium storage temperature. The system

weight includes the storage bottles, stored gas and system


components. The weight equation inputs weigh the pressuriza­

tion and purge system as a function of fuel and oxidizer tank


















WFUSYS = Weight of system, lbs.














WFUSYS = Weight of the system, lbs.


VOXTK = Total volume of oxidizer tank, cu. ft.


VFUTK = Total volume of fuel tank, cu. ft.


The coefficient .10 and .20 were obtained from the data in


figure 16 (reference 1).


Orientation Controls and Separation


Gimbal System. - The gimbal (thrust-vector-control) actuation


system is utilized when a rocket engine is used for main impulse.


The data in figures l7A and 17B is based on an electrical system

consisting of a silver-zinc primary battery, a d. c. electric







The system weight is expressed in parametric form as a function


of delivered torque, maximum deflection rate of nozzle and


operating time. The range of significant operational


requirements and conditions for the data presented here are:


Delivered Torque = 6,000 to 3,000,000 lb.-in 
Nozzle Deflection = 2 to 20 degrees 
Nozzle Deflection Rate = 5 to 25 degrees/second 
Operating Time = 50 to 1200 seconds 
Thermal Environment = -420 to +4000 F 
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The system assumes pitch and yaw control for single engine

and pitch, yaw and roll control for multiple engines. The


equation for delivered torque is:


TDEL = (750) QTTOT/NENGS/PCHAM)) 
where, 
TDEL Gimbal System Delivered Torque, lb-in


TTOT = Total Stage Vacuum Thrust, lbs 
NENGS = Total Number of Engines Per Stage 
PCHAM = Rocket Engine Chamber Pressure, psia 
The delivered torque calculation assumes a maximum nozzle


deflection of 10 degrees. The calculated delivered torque

is then used in the gimbal system weight equation which is:






WSTAB = Weight of Engine Gimbal System, lbs 
NENGS Total Number of Engines per Stage 
TDEL = Gimbal System Delivered Torque, lb-in 
The weight coefficients .021 and .788 represent the intercept


and slope, respectively, for the curves shown in Figures


17A and 17B, These coefficents scale the gimbal system

weight per engine as a function of the engine delivered torque.


The data in Figure 17A represents a gimbal system with a


maximum nozzle deflection rate of 20 deg/sec and Figure 17B


is for 5 deg/sec.


Attitude Control System.'- This subsystem represents


the weight of the attitude control system which includes


engines, valves, pressurant and residual propellants. It does


not include the propellants and their associated tankage.


The system includes pitch, yaw, roll and translation engines.


The equation for attitude control system weight is:








WACS = Weight of Attitude Control System, lbs






The weight coefficients 1530 and .104 represents the intercept


and slope, respectively, for the data shown in Figure 1.8.


These coefficients scales the attitude control system


as a function of initial orbit weight and type of system.

The upper curve is representative of a high pressure


turbopump system. The thrust level ranges from 1,000 lbs


to 2,000 lbs per thruster with the number of thrusters vary­

ing from 15 to 30. The lower curve is representative of a


high pressure fed super critical storage system. The


thrust range and number of thrusters are the same as the


upper Curve. (References 1 and 7).


Attitude Control System Tankage. - The attitude control


system tankage weight includes the bladders, insulation,


mounting, etc., but does not include the propellants.














WACSTK = Weight of Attitude Control System Tankage, lbs


WACSFO = Weight of ACS Fuel and Oxidizer, lbs


WACRES = Weight of ACS Propellant Reserve, lbs


The coefficient .17 scales the attitude control propellant

tankage weight as a function of total attitude control


propellant and reserve propellant weight. Different types of


propellant combinations and storage arrangements may be used.


If a storable propellant is used a typical input value is


1.10. A cryogenic propellant will have an input value of


0.25. If the cryogenic propellant utilized super critical


storage the imput value should be increased to 0.60.


(References 1 and 5).


Aerodynamic Controls. - The weight of this subsystem includes


the total weight of the aerodynamic control system. It


includes all control levers, push-pull rods, cables, and


actuators from the control station up to but not including


the aerodynamic surfaces. This weight does not include the


autopilot or the AN Hydraulic/Pneumatic system weight. The


equation for aerodynamic controls system weight is:








WAERO = Weight of Aerodynamic Controls, lbs


'WAIT = Initial Entry Weight, lbs


LBODY = Body Length, ft
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The weight coefficients .0771 represent the intercept and slope,


respectively, for the aerodynamic controls data from various


aircraft shown in Figure 19. This coefficient scales the


aerodynamic controls weight as a function of entry weight, body


length and structural wing span. The data is representative


of a fixed wing aircraft. (Reference 1)


Seperation System. - The Separation system weight includes


the system and attachments that are used for separating the


two stages from each other. This weight includes the separat­

ion system back-up structure required to react the loads as








The equation for seperation system weight.








WAUXT = Weight of Separation System, lbs






The coefficient .0015 scales the separation system as 
 
function of orbiter take-off weight for both the orbiter


and booster stages. Typical valves range from .001 to .003


when no design date is available.


Power Supply, Conversion and Distribution


Electrical System. - This subsystem includes the weight items


required to generate, convert and distribute electrical power


required to operate the various vehicle subsystems. The


major components represented in this system weight are power


generating units, transformers, recetifier units, control


equipment and electrical power distribution system.











WSORCE = Weight of Electrical System, lbs


WAVIOC = Weight of Avionic System, lbs


The weight coefficients 47.627 and .473 represents the


intercept and slop, respectively, for the electrical
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The hydraulic/pneumatic system is comprised for the system.


components to produce fluid or pneumatic pressure, control


equipment, storage vessels, hydraulic fluid'and a distribut­







((SWING + SHORZ + SVERT) (Q/1000.))1 3 125

WHYCAD = .426 
 
849 )








WHYCAD = Weight of Hydraulic/Pneumatic System, lbs









SHORZ = Horizontal Stabilizer Planform Area, ft






Q = Maximum Dynamic Pressure, lbs/ft 2







CSPAN = Structural Span (Along .5 Chord), 
 
The weight coefficients .426 and .849 represents the intercept


and slope, respectively, for the hydraulic/pneumatic system shown


in figure 21 as a function of the summation of aerodynamic sur­

face areas times the dyhamic pressure and as a function of body

length and structural span. The areas and dynamic pressure


are the parameters for sizing-the hydraulic/ pneumatic


-equipment. The body length and structural span is used 





The avionic system, for this study, includes the guidance








Guidance and Navigation System. - The guidance and navigation


system includes those items necessary to ensure that the


vehicle position and its trajectory is known at all times.


This system also generates commands for the flight control


system for changing or correcting the vehicle heading. The
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The input for contingency and growth permits a proportion of


dry weight and/or a fixed weight to be set aside for growth








W = (C) (WDRY) 
where," 
W = Design Reserve, lbs. 
C = Percent Design Reserve 






The main propellant requirements is an input to the program.


The distribution between oxidizer and fuel is computed as follows:


WO = MR * WP/MR + 1






WO = Oxidizer Requirements, lbs. 
WF = Fuel Requirements, lbs. 
WP = Total Propellant, lbs. 






Fuel and Oxidizer Reserves. - The main impulse propellant


reserves may be computed from the mass ratio and mixture


ratio, as a percentage of the main impulse fuel and


oxidizer weights or input as fixed weights. The equations








WFURES = C115 (WFL)








WFURES = Weight of Fuel Reserve, lbs.


WFL = Weight of Main Impulse Fuel, lbs.


WOXRLS = Weight of Oxidizer Reserve, lbs.








The coefficients Cll5 and C117 scales the reserve fuel and
 

oxidizer weights as a function of the main impulse fuel and
 

oxidizer weights, respectively. Typical input values for CI15








Trapped Gases. - The weight of trapped gases for pressurizat­

ion and purge is calculated by the following equation:








WGASPR = Weight of Pressurization and Purge Gases, lbs
















The coefficients Cl06 scales the gas weight as a function of


fuel and oxidizer tank volumes, respectively. The input


value for these coefficents depends upon the specific design.


Trapped Fuel. - The trapped fuel is defined as that amount


of fuel trapped in the main tank and cannot be expended for


main impulse. The equation for trapped RP-I fuel weight is








WFUTRP = Weight of Trapped Fuel, lbs


WFL = Total Weight of Fuel, lbs


The equation for trapped LH2 weight is:


WFUTRP = (.0011)(WPI) + (TTOT) (.00015)








Trapped Oxidizer. - The trapped oxidizer is defined as that


amount of oxidizer trapped in the main tank and cannot be


















WPI = Total Weight of Propellant, lbs.


TTOT = Total Stage Vacuum Thrust, lbs.








Trapped Engine Propellant. - Trapped engine propellant is


determined by the following equation:


WEG = (C) (I.12*TTOT/CGM) 
where, 
WEG = Trapped Engine Propellant, lbs. 
C = Scaling Coefficient 
TTOT Total Vacuum Thrust, lbs. 





- The attitude control system propellants are


computed by the following equation:








WWAIT = Initial Orbit Weight, lbs.


WACSFO = Weight of ACS Propellant, lbs.


The coefficient .003 was developed from Reference 1.


Airbreathing Fuel. - The weight of the airbreathing fuel is com­
puted as a function of flyback range as follows: 




WAB = Airbreathing Fuel Requirement, lbs.


WAV = Average Flyback Weight, lbs.


RG = Flyback Range, NM.








CA = Scaling Coefficient









Fuel and Oxidizer Losses. - The inflight losses includes all


losses during main flight except main impulse propellants. The














WFULOS = Weight of Vented Fuel, lbs.


WFL = Total Weight of Fuel, lbs.


WOXLOS = Weight of Vented Oxidizer, lbs.


WOX = Total Weight of Oxidizer, lbs.


The coefficients C123 and C125 scales the vented fuel and oxidizer


as a function of total fuel and oxidizer, respectively. Input


values for C(123) and C(125) will vary with different vehicles,











This section provides instructions for using the weights program.


It includes deck setup and a description of input and output.


The program can be used in a stand alone manner or within the


EDIN System. In the stand alone mode the user provides all


weight coefficients and exponents, geometric data, areas, volumes


and propellant requirements. The program computes the component


weights in an iterative manner to satisfy the propellant require­

ment. When used within the EDIN System, the geometric character­

istics as well as weight coefficients may be computed in other











The Weight Estimating Program uses namelist input. Namelist is


a standard Fortran feature. The rules are described in any good
 

Fortran manual. The single namelist name for this program is:


$INWAP (starting in column 2)



























The following list defines the input variables.
















































Total Vacuum Thrust, lbs.





































































































































































































Fuel Loss Weight Coefficient.






























































Fuel Feed System Coefficient.














ACS System Weight Coefficient.
 














































































































































































Length of Nose, ft.


Length of Intertank, ft.














Taper Ratio of Wing.








Leading Edge Sweep, deg.


Trailing Edge Sweep, deg.
 



























































Leading Edge Radius (wing) ft.



































The program has two main types of output. The first is a


printed output as illustrated in figure 22. The second is


an output to a tempory file for DLG and consequent data base




























INTEGRAL LOX TANK 
 




INTEGRAL FUEL TANK 







































112455.PROPELLANT FEED SYSTEM 
 










ORIENTATION, CONTROLS SEPARATION 
 















ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM 
 


































































AIRBPEATHING ENGINE FUEL 




BOO&TER hWEIGHT AT STARGING 
 
ENTRY hEIGHT *RTMODPHEPIC INTERFACE5 
 
BOOZTER LANDING IIEIGHT 










ELECTRICAL POWER SYETEM 
































































































































FIGURE 22B PROGRAM OUTPUT.
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TOTAL LENGTH (FT) 
 




AFT SKIRT LENGTH 'FT" 40. 0 
INTERTANK 5PRCING .FT 1i0.0 
NOZE LEHGTH (FT) 50.0 
LO; TANK LENGTH :.FT) 106.3 
FUEL TANK LENGTH (FT) 67.2 
TOTAL TAMP. VOLUME INCL ULLAGE 
LO," TANK VOLUME 20 1.368. 
FUEL TAt% VOLUME 109785. 
tII NG: 
IIING AREA -' FT) 
IMG LOADIMG (LBf- 0 FT" 
IHG -PAN iFT) 
STRUCTURAL WlING SPAN ,FT) 
ROOT CHORD (FT.' 
THEORETICAL ROOT THIC:NEiE: FT) 
 






.. IEEP OF FILLET (BEG) 
 
LEADING EDGE -WEEP (DEG*, 
 





















I'LAM C.'2-, 1 
 
(LAM C.- 2.:2 
 
C:- LAM C -I


CO- LAM C/2 
 














HORIZONTAL E*TABILIZER AREA ,E.!FT) 
 

















































































INTEGRAL LOX TANK 













INDUCED ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
TANk IlEULATION 
MI SCELLANEDUS 













PROPELLANT FEED CYSTEM 
 






ORIENTRTION. IONTROL-: , EPARATION 
 











ELECTRICAL. POIIER £YSTEM 
















































































































































STAGE LIFTOFF WEIGHT MINUS PAYLOAD 4500000. 
STAGE LIFTOFF IIEIGHT WITH PAYLOAD 5551923. 
MRES FPACTION ,B0AED ON INERT HEIGHT .810 
WEIGHT AT INJECTION 'INCL PAYLOAD) 1881565. 
ENTRY WEIGHT CATMOSPHERIC INTERFACE) 809478. 
STAGE LANDING WEIGHT 798072. 
SYSTEM AND QUBSYSTEM lEIGHT PERCENTAGES: ,0%) 
AEPODYNAMIC SURFACES 6.1498 
BODY :TPUCTURE 4.0756 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION .0131 




ELECTRICAL POIEP YSTEM .0660 
HYDRAULIC T PNEUMATIC SYSTEM .1799 
DRY WEIGHT 15.0948 
DEEIGN RE:ERVE 1.9081? 
EMPTY HIEIGHT 17.0037

MAIN PROPELLANT- 80.902 
TRAPPED PROPELLANTO .6258 
RESERVE PPOPELLANTS .9719 
INFLIGHT LOZSEJ .2203 
RU:ILIRPY PROPELLANT. .1882 








TOTAL LENGTH rFT:. 202.8 
STAGE DIAMETER (FT) 50.8 
LENGTHXDIAMETER RATIO 4.00 
AFT W IRT LENGTH (FT) 30.0 
PAYLOAD .2HROUD (FT> 103.9 
PAYLOAD DENSITY (LB-CU FT) 5.0 
INTEPTRNK ?PACINS 17T) 10.0 
NOSE LENGTH 'FT) 40.0 
LOX TANK LENGTH (FT) 41.6 
FUEL TANK LENGTH eFT) 81.1 
TOTAL TANK VOLUME 171721. 
LO' TANK VOLUME 45893. 
FUEL TANK VOLUME 125828. 
WING: 
WIMG APER fSi FT) 7255.2 
61ING LOADING (LBS7.-:S FT" ii'0'. 0 
WING SPAN fFT' 202.8 
STRUCTURAL 1IMG SPAN 203.6 
POT CHORD cFT) 44.7 
THEORETICAL ROOT THICKNEZZ 3.6 
TIP CHORD 'FT) 26.c 
TAPER RATIO .600 
RPECT RATIO 5.7 
S1dEEP OF FILLET (DEG) 30.0 
LEADING EDGE £WEEP (DEG) I0. 0 


















(LAM C,2) 1 
CLAM C,2?2 . 
COS LAM C/ 1 . 08 
CO LAM C2 . 1 
COS LAM 2 EFF f3.5371 
CLA TRUE .08 
CLA PEF .08 
VERTICAL TAIL: 
VERTICAL TAIL AREA ':o' FT) 979.5 
HORIZONTAL .TABILI7ER: 
HORIZONTAL £TABILIZER AREA (. FT) 1305.9 
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APPENDIX A PROGRAM LISTING,


I:C ***4*** ... htEIGHT E:'TIMrATIG PROGRAM FOP . ...... 






5: INTIEGEP IC[UT 
6: REAL HZ. LDPAT,iMR, LAMBDF,LAMBLE, LAMBTE, LAMC41, 
7: LAMC42,LAMEFF,LPEF, LAMC 21,LAMC22LHO-'E, 




10: HM~ELI3:T.'I- ENG5 RN'GE3 THRV'CLH25 , P, 1,IMAI, LI]RT,LNf:E, 
11: LKIPT, MLAMIHN, L IN--TG, THPRB, TOW LSR:AT, 
12: 4' TAPER, CTCRAT, D''IB2, LAMBDF, LAMBLE, LRMBTE, 
13: HZ, QMS'-, T2IJEEP, HEAT, TE, AL, PLE, LF, MIDOT, 
14: + CGA'-EPP, CFUTPP, COTRP,CEHTRP, CEHGiI, CO::'F.E,


15:' * CFLPE l ,CA2Ai::: .:,AP. CFLLOo CO2"LOE 5 CULLO):,


16: +. CULLFL, C2TG-.T, CH[ZT,CLG, Chli IHG, CTHP- 1,CIH&TG, 
1?: * C-'EC- T,CI M2UL, CM-I LUL, CLAHCH, CABPP, 
18: + CO,:cY, CFL:Y-'. CHEAT, CEHGMT, CTDEL, CAC, CAC-STK, 
19: + 'IZBT..,CREPO,CEEP, CHA'', CIH.JT, CCM, C-RCE, 





2 -.': DATA CG58'PP&'. 01516, CFUTPP'. 0067O-"


24:; DATA- CrO:-'T-3. 66;, C-'TG-.T. 4. 0.e7


25:: DATA CTCPAT-'. 12­

26: DT CD'. 200­
2: DATA CINFUTi. 266.-", CIHOT- .810­

28:. DATA COXTRP.'. 00395, CENTRP. 10­

29: DATA CEHG3M/1 00. 0., .CO::RE.:I.." 
30: DATA CFLRE>0-.-'l., CAXAC.Z'--:". 0045


31.: DATA CAXAB'.601- .- CFLLOS.. i01t5-,


32: DATA CU'::LOS.x. 00272/, CULLO fl,'.


33 DATA CULLFL. 03 . ClING.'I1781.


34 DATA CTHR..-1'. 0002744z


35: DATA CLG'.001213." 
DAITA C INTG. 0137/ 
.37: DATA CEC T -'.015 .', CIH.-'UL.*. 03." 
38: DATA CMICUL.-0- CLANCHX. 0'003?


39:" DATA f CLDRG."G.0."
CABPR, 8.-'. 
40: DATA CW0:2.YZ. f10I,78 4 ., CFL'Y ".006784 
41: DATA CHEAT!5. 092-, CENGMT.'. 0001' 
42: DATA CTDEL-"75 0. .", CACS. 15 30.." 
43: DATA CAC:-.TP,'. 1'/, CR TK.H.17.-"


44: DATA, RO Cle, cp .n.015. 
45: DATA CHAV/1800.., C'Ir:2T 28. 40­
46: DATA CCOM- 1450.', C:OPCE,4.-627 
47: DATA CPOWER, 1..50.', CHYCAD .55-* 
-48: DATA CCONT.". 20'-, CEHTAC.'. 900" 
49: DATA ::.LAMIN'.855' 
50: DATA CVERT-'2. 25?' CHOPZ'. 000263" 
60 
51:C 
52 DATA ENG',2. ,., THRVRC-. 20001)00.­
53: DATA LH2.FALE.", MR.2. iso-" 
54: DATA ,M- II -20746011..', LDRAT'_,5 0.' 
55: DIATA PEF"240./, DIFA60.." 
56: DATA L=OE.50..", LIr:CTG<1,'I 0. 






, I,SFPAT/l O:0.:-" 
THRAB'20710..­
60: DATA bEHTPY-'3000000..' 
61: DATA TAPEP,/.-60-,-" D'7iB2,. 500," 
62: DATA LAMBLE,' 0. 00.-', LAMBTE.n. 0 
63:-C.. HEAT .lIWr* DATA ..* 
.5'. 
64: DATA TE.-.350.., T"-EEP,'I0..', HEAT/4000.- AL40. ", PLE.'I 
65: DATA PLEHr.F, 
66: DATR- LAMBDF.3 Cf.0-'- LF.:.. 00/ 
67: DATA PCHAR/400i.x 
68: DATA IIUT 5813.9iN 10 
69: DATA WIN31t250. .*', CVERT...750 
0: DATA CCHOPZ,'. 180, 
71: DATA Q",:, U0. 
72:*C
73: F'I ='-. 141,5 
74: RAD=57.295 
75 : DENO=71.39 
76: DENFL=46.5 
77: TBUMP= O. 
78. hJCOHT=0. 
79: C 
80: .EA' ,5, IN'.s 
81:C 
82: TTOT=ENG THRVA" 
8-:: IF LH2: ' ,DENFL=4.37 
84: C 
85:C ** MAIN PROPELLANT-­ +++ 
87: TEMP=MP+1. 
, .-:. biOMR I N-MR-IMR I NTEMP­
al9: IdFMA IN=bjlA I N'-TEI1P 
90: VOi"MAI=bIOrlAI N.'DEHO$X 
D1. VFMR I=.IF MAI i-DEMF L 
92: VTAIN=VOMAIN+,FMAIH 
9?4:C .RE-IDUFL PPOPELLAHT, *., 
95: C 
96: 100 CONTINUE 
917 * JIGA'PP=CGA:SFP-R,,TMF I N 
98: IdFUTRP=CFUT'P' IPFMAIN 
99IO,:TRP=CO:-TFP+IIMAIrl' + . ... :45TTOT­
110: I,IEGTPP=CENTRP+,. 12+TTOT'CENi6M) 
62 
101 - .TRP =I]GRA'PR+I.FUTPP+IJf-:TRP+EsTPP 
102: C. 










111 : 1 I::ACF.= C :RAC:_-; -"T G 
112: IIAVEG=. 5+ (blENTRY+IILRFlNf' 
113: TPEO=bIRVEG,'CLDPG 
114: IJDABT=CAX>ABTPEC.'3600. 
115: RF= (. 6 926. IAVER:, AI T.6 080. 
1 I-: TEMP=-PRNGE.'PF 
117: TEMP=E"P 'TEMP) 
118! I,.RRAB=tIRVEG(I. - TEMP", 
119: I,.I:-P =hJA::FC--+1.AXF2 B 
120:C 
121:C *.. INFLIGHT LO-ZZ'EO 4** 
122: C 
123: hlFLLOZ=CFLLOr4IlFMAIt4 
124: hIO:.-,LOR=f*'LO:.I*hl Irj 
125: lLDO:-. =hd.LOXLS+U'FLLOS 
126: C 
127:C ... TANK CONTAINMENTI * 
128:C
129 :- bIOTK=IOM1Irj+IJOXTPP+I1 J0",RE2+ 1If:'LQ2, 
130: IIFTh=I,.IFMI I H+blFUTPP+hlIFLPE -[+IIFLLOZ. 
131: VOTK=tJITK- (DENO:---* ,.. -CULL:'.O, 





135:C .4. GEOMETRY- +-+ 
136:C






140: ALEN=PRDIIJW.. 7070 
141: TVOL=1. 3333-PI.PAfDIUS. ,"RLEH.2, 




144! LU:Tr=,.,'VOTK-TVOL) -TEMP, + TEMPI 
145: LFLTK=, ((VFTK-TVOL) .TEMP, + TEMPI 






150: IF(RBSlDIFF) .LT. .50)GO TO 50 
62 
151: REF=PEF + (BIFF+TOL.'PEF 
152: GO TO 10 
153: 50 CONTINUE 
154: LREF=TEMPI+TEMP3 
155:C 
156:C ** dING GEOMETRY *** 
157:C 
158: 3"J ING=JLANED/bJVRAT 
159: :HOPZ=CSHFZ siNJING 
160: SVERT=C3VERT*CHOPR 
161: CP=C'?.RTo-ING* CTrAi LiMBLE.RD, +TAN t LAMBTE. PRfDl:: 
162: +­ x(1.-TPEP*2)) 
163: CT=TAPEP*CP 




168: CF=DfY1*TR -,LRMBDF-PAD) 
169: C3=Dl +TAN (LAMBLE./RAD; 
170: C4=DYI1 TH (LAMBTE 'RAD:' 
171: Cl I=CR+(CF-C3) 
172: C2=P-±C3+C4) 
173: E5=CI/2.- C2,'2.+C4) 
174: CG=CR -'2.-,C2,'2.+C4) 
175: I7, 75tC-(.75*C2+C4) 
176: '8=.75*CR-(.75+C2+C4) 
177: LAMC41=RTAH tCTDflVI)RAD 
178: LAMC42=ATAN 'C8-wl 1*fRD 
179: CAV1='C1+C2) -'2. 
LS 0: CAV2=,.C2+CT>'2. 
181: LAMC21=ATAH '5-'DYI) 
182: LAMC22=ATAfl t6xl1: 
183: TEMP=Cr*VI'Yl+C AV2*fY2 
184: LRMEFF= (LFMC4 1 CAV I- DY +LAMC 42*f AV2+D''2)' TEMP 
185: CuL21=COC. (LAMC21) 
186: COSL2=C0O ':LAPC22: 
187: COSAM2=fC 0L21*CAV 1D+' 1 + COe'L22:A't2*DY2;. TEMP 
188: TPUE=2.*TEMP 
189: ATPIJE=B*2ZSTRUE 
190: CLATRU= o:2. *PI*RTRUE'­ (2. +SQRT,'4. + 'RTRUE.­ .COSAM2)+ 2*) '-PAD 
191: CLAPEF=CLFTPU* (ETUE- CUIt(I3 
192: AREF =B++2.,-iiIHG 
193:C 




198-: TEMP 1=IETRY'N2.: PAN*. 5 0+PWNHG.TPOOT 
199: Uid IN=C.I NG+ (,:TEMP1O-O1O .000000'.060 
200: T-=70. 
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2 01 : CALL H'7UING tT7£*, TE, HEAT, ALL, LAMBLE, 'I,IING, PLE, IdItING, U., INGH, 
202: IJVERT=CVERT+ '.SVERT++1. 113)203: TEMP 1= ( (IJENTP':2.'IIN6', .. 60 *?'SEH0RZ 11.2 '.iTrhA'?. . 80..' 
204* IlHORZ=-HORZ.TEMP 1 
205: CALL HSlINB (T:--',TE HEAT, L,T.'IEEP, -HORZ' P.LEH, IIHDPZ, IIHnF'rH. " 
206: III--:UpF=hlI II,+IIII INGH+.IVERT+lHOPZ+hIlHOPZH 
2137: C 





211: 	 T"=-300. 
212: 	 IF:LH2)T£=-422. 
1.3: CALL H:STANK T -,TE, HEAT AL, DI,: LFLTV, 1111 NFUT, I5IFUTHT) 




216: 	 CALL HETANK ,:.:,TE,HEAT, IL. fIA- LO:-TK. IlIHO.-.T, hIJ:'THT) 
217: 	 IITHRF:T=CTHP.1 (TTT*.1. 15:, 
218: 	 TEMP=E-QRT(RAFDIU .*2 + LNOE*+2' 
219: 	 TEMP=CNO -TTEMP+PI+PADlIU'


220: 	 T:=70. 
221 : 	 CALL H5:TANK (T:Z, TE, HEAT, AL' DI A LNOZ E' TEMP, It4O.T: 
" 
 222 : 	 hlHNOIO
T=IJNO--T+TEMP 
223: ,I-T13T=:-.TG-T+P1*DIA *LNO:"E 
224: 	 TErP 1 0,TK+i,FTK+I,.INFUT+ INO :T 
225: 	 TEMP2=C I N:l'TfG+ (T L .TErMP 1.". 300 : 
226: 	 bl NTG=TEMP2 ,:LREF +. 90) * ,DI A+1. 05"* ,:QMAN *. 177, 
TEMP=I INFUT+I.,1 H0 T+Wld'T G:- T+Id I N1OT+1hITHR &T+II IN TTG 
228: 	 ISECZT=C2:ECST+TEMP 
229: 	 WEIBODY=TEMP+IIdu,:::TTHT+.IFUTHT+M "-E C'-::T 
230: C 
231:C *+* 	 INDUCED ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION +** 
232: C 
233: TEMP=2. +P I. PAD I U LO'"Tk 
234:C++++ MOD FOR PROPANE BOO-TEP *++ 
235: 	 TEMP=2. *P I RRD I U "LO: T -+LFLTK) 
236: II N UL=C IN''UL -TEMP 
237': IM I &UL=CM I :UL 
238, 1TII PS=II INSUL+t,M I SIJL 
239:C







243: 	 l;ILG=CLG (IhLIND4 1.25',












248: 	 IdENlG=TTOT.CENiGM 













255, TEMP=LOXTk +LI NSTG+LFLT: + .25*L &KIPT>


256.: 110' :: = C0.-Y- DOT 0]: :*TEMP


257: TEMP=. 25* ,L.ZK I RT) 
258 : IIIFL:Z-Y.S= CF L +114hsDOTFL4TEMP




261.: .IPP 1 '-=CPP.-Y-VOTK


262: IF "LH2) btIPRSYS=I,JPP':+ (. 10 'VFTI) 












269* bl:TAB=ErG*, (. 021*TEL.,s *. 78,


2TO:*lIAC3=CACl * ,blI-TG++. 1385)


271 : ,JAC2:TK=CAC"Z-TK* (I AC'", 
272: IIAEPO=CAEPO ,:bLAND**. 6:39 :,* , (LREF+B', 4+. 287.) 
273: IJSEP=C-EP*WldTG 










278: ,1IAVION=CNAV+-CI -rST*L.'EFll+CCOM 
279:0 
280:0 ** -ELECTRICAL :-Y-TEM, .* 
281:0 




284:C .4 -HYDPAULIC AND PNEUMATIC &.Y'TEM *++ 
285: C 
286: TEMP=, ,'r l NG+2HOF.:-.z VEPT,, QM:,0:*. +1.I . 3125) +


28o:* ((LREF+B? 441. 061)


288: IIHYCAD=C HYCAiD* (TEMP**. 849)
289: C 









294:C * - DEEI6N RE5.ERVE CONTINGENCY 4*4 
295: C 
296: IsCOHT=CCONT( iJEkCONT+TBUMP, 








303:C .4. BOOSTER LIFTOFF WEIGHT ... 
304:C3 05: WBLO 1)=lWEMPTY+hMA IM+NITRP+6., FPR+bjA. P+bWLO:­306:c 
307C +* JETTIOH IWEIGHT FOR ROBOT ONLY +*4 
3 08: C 
309: t'TJET=hJBLOld-MA I N 
310:C 
311-:C ++ WEIGHT AT STAGIH-IG ** 
312:C 
313: 1:-iT G=W BLO W-hiM A I -IH.ILuMc*-:-'-,--T G--. T 
314:C 
315:C ++ ENTPY WEIGHT AT TMOS'PHEPIC IHTERFACE 4*4* 
316:C

317: E 	 O-WEGTPP- (CEHTAC+A.-A'AC::,)318:C 
319:C ++- WEIGHT AT LANDING *4+ 
321: ILH=W:O,-I G:TIr1 
322:C 
323:C *** MA. FRACTION CONVERG- LOOP *.+ 
324: C 
325: ;LALIM IN'- BLOJ 
326: IF':XLAM .LE. X'LAMIN"'GO TO 110 
J2,': TBUMP= 100. 
328: GO TO 100 









335: IF ,.ABC(IltIfIFF) .LT. 1.:,GO TO 500 
336: IF ,I'COUHT LT. 50) GO TO 51 
33: WRITE (6, 9000) 
338: 51 CONTINUE 
339: I'COUNT=ICOUHT+1 
340: WBLOblP=IBLOII 
341: GO TO 100 
342: C 
343: 500 CONTIHUE 
344: C 
345:C +*+ IJEIIGHT PERCENTAGES 4.. 
346 : C 




349: PCT 02=6lBODY-TEMP 
350: PCTO3=IAITP.TEPP 
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354. PCT07=IJAV IOH*TEMP 
:55: POT 08=I.,APOER*TEMP 
356: PCT09=bIHYCAflTEMP 
357: PC T10=h.IDPY.TEMP 




360: PC T1 3=IJTRP*TEMP 
361: PCT14=.FPPeTEMP 
362: PCT 15=IJLOSE'*TEMP 









'369: LEN ,2.=LNO.:E 
.70: LEH ,3,=LNO -E+ALErJ 
-71: LEN (4' =LE (3.-+L:'-TK- .:2. +ALEH) 
372: LEN,5' =LE ,'4,+RLEr 




375: LEN '."8' =LEN '7) +LFLT - r2. *ALEN, 
376: LEN ,:9".=LEN C8) +ALEN 
377. LEN (10) =LEN ('"+LSk IFT 
-:78! LEN',1i'=LPEF
3 -f9:C 
380:C FORMAT STATMENTSI Z 
382: 1000 FORMAT,'..;, --TAGE 1 WIEIGHT -STATEMENT. 
3:33: 2000 FORMAT¢64,:-
-. 
984: 3000 FOPMAT,.,'--/, T, E 1 GEOMETRIC CHARACTEPI-TIC:.:", 
385: 4000 FORMAT K.'.-, ?.-TEM AND EUB"Y2TEM WEIGHT PEPCENTAGE:--': :-i 
386: 5000 FORMAT r' FU 'ELAGE:", 
387: 6000 FRMAT . "' hIIG: *) 
388: 7000 FORMAT,." VERTICAL TAIL:t 
38Q: 8000 FOPMRT," NRIITTL .:TRILTE:': 
390: 9000 FORMAT,, !!! CONVERGENCE CHECK, PECHE0. INPUT '' 
'391: C 
392: IlPITE,'6, 1000' 
39?3 : IkP.JRITE (6 5 200 0 1 
294: CALL ,ITOUT ('AERODYNAMIC SURFACES' ,1..I--URF, 10.. 
395: CALL hTOUT e IAIING' .2,IblING.,10.?"­
396: CALL IJTOUT C HEAT INK PENALTY , IJG.4,", 
 lhIhIINHH10., 
.97: CALL UTOUT'"VEPTICAL TAIL =',IVERT 10."

398: CALL UTOUT"''HOPIZONTAL :TABILIZEF",2.hHOPZ, 10.' 
-:99: CALL ITOUT,.'HEAT £Ih PENALTY '"TAB'-',2,.IHORZH.,1O0.. 
400: C-ALL hlTOUT- BODY -TRUCTURE' 51.hBOlY, 10.) 
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401: CALL JTOUT("INTEGRAL LO:X TANP",.2,blIriOXT,1I.1 
402: CALL IITOUT('HEFT "2INK PENALTY ,Lti":,2',W.HT,10.' 
403: CALL IJTOUT'7INTEGPAL FUEL TANK''2,1IHFUT, 10.-' 
404: CALL lJTOUT,("HEAT --INK PENALTY 'FL ',2- kdFUTHT,10.'1 
405: CALL .TOUT,'THRU:T £TRUCTUPE", 2, IJTHPST, 10.


406: CALL IITOLUT':'INTERTRNK -TRUCTURE ",'.IUCTG, 10. 
407: CALL ITOUT ,N-E= ETRUCTURE, 3, ,INO-'T, 1'0.? 
409: CALL, hTOUT " INTER:'TAGE :ZTPUC-JRE ,., b.&TGCT, 10.


409:' CALL JTOUT ('"ECONDARY -'RUCTURE",2, 1dOEC[r, 10.'


410: CALL ITOUT, -"IHDUCED ENIRONMENTAL PPOTECTIOH", 1, lITP- 10. ) 
411: CALL JITOUT ,'TANK IrPULTIO' '2, IINEUL, 10.) 
41:2: CALL IITOUT,:"MICELLNEOU.'/", 2,.,IMICUL, i0., ­
413: CALL ,TOUT :LAUNCH AND RECOVERY 'Y[TEM',IJLPD,10..) 
414: CALL ITOUT'-LAUNCH GEAR', 2ILANCH, 10. " 
415: CALL I,.TOUT('LANDING GEAR'2,,1LG1,10.j 
416: CALL ITOUT:'"PROPUL.:ION', 11,IPPOP,10.'


417.: CALL IJTOUT, "MAIN ENGINE', 20IIENG, 10.)


419: CALL IJTOUT,.AIRBREATHING ENGINES",_,0IABPR,10.) 
419: CALL I.ITOUT ('AIRBREATH-ING TAN AGE'", 2,WABT- 10.'


420: CALL ITOUT,. PROPELLANT FEED ZYE.TEMI, 2, IJFEED, 10.:., 
421: CALL hTOUT ,:"MAIN ENGINE MOUNTZ",3, .ENGMT, 10.: 
422: CALL IITO]UT : 'PRE&.-UR IATIONi fC'TEM"' a, bPP: , 10. "


4 2 -3:* CALL IJTOUT,.:HEAT :'HIELD",2,IHEAT, 10.)


424: CALL IITOUT,:ORIENTATION, CONTROL.- ,,:-EPARATION -,I.R"UL,
1 0., 
425: CALL bJTOUT('MRIN ENGINE GIMBAL "-Y"TE,2,ICTAB,10.) 
426.: CALL IdTOLIT,' A-S-,23, lIC:-, 10. 
427: CALL bITOUT'("AC- TANKAGE' 'E AIRCET[., 10..;


428. CALL IlTOUT , "AERODYNAMIC CONTROL', -',11REPO, 10.:


429: CALL WTOUT('SEPRPATIOt4 SY:2TEM',2,b.l:EP, 1 O. 
430: CALL IITOUT ,',AVIDNICS" 1,IIAV ION, 10 ..', 
431: CALL UlTOUT ('ELECTRICAL POl>EPt'TE1',1,IPOlER, 10.) 
432: CALL 'ITOUT ('HYDRAULIC ,. PNEUMATIC .Y.TEM'-, 1,U.HYCAD. 1.0. 
43'3: WRITE1'6.2000) 
434: CALL .TOUTf-':DRY WEIGHT".,1IIDPY, 10.t 
435: CRLL IITOUT_'DE.:IGN RESERVE', 1I,,ICONT, 10..' 
436: CALL IATOUT '"EMPTY klEIGHT IblEMPTY, 10."
 
4"37: 1RIITE, 6,2000) 

438: CALL hIJTOUT ('MAIN PROPELLRNTS', 1.IMAIN, 10.) 
439: CALL t.,TOUT ,.O"I-IZER" '2,hJOMAtIN, 10., 
440: CALL blTOUT,: 'FUEL', 2, UJFM.RIN, 10.) 
441: CALL ITOUT,'RE:IDUAL PP'OPELLArTi", tlITRP, 10>." 
442: CALL IITOUT '-.TRAPPED GRAJ::E--', 2, hlGASPR, 10. ­
443: CALL ITOUT '"TPAPPE O:.:IDIZEP", 2, lJO]TPP, 10.", 
444: CALL .ITOUT('TPAPPED FUEL'. 2,IIFUTRP, 10.) 
445: CALL IITOUT- TRAPPED ENGINE PROPELLAHT" 2', IBIEGTPP, 1 0.. 
446': CALL I,.TOUTv RECERVE PROPELLANT:', 1,tIPR, 10.:, 
447: CALL I.TOUT .' ,IDIZER"",3,IOXRE -, 10.", 
448: CALL WlTOUT,.FUEL',2.JpFLRE._ 10.;


44?:. CALL ITOUTcINFLIGHT L:21E ', 1,bl OI_,.10.


450: CALL hlTOUT 0-:'IDIZER" a, IOXLO .10. 
451: CALL ITOUT "FUEL '2, IFLLO'V, 10. 
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452: CALL ITOUT.:AIJ:-',ILIAR' PPOPELLAHTS- , 1, ::P, 1'.. 
453: CALL WITOUT,:'AC:- PROPELLRANT' ,2,I:A-CJ',10. " 
454 : CALL 1ITOUT ,"IPfl:PERTHIHG ENGINE FUEL',2,dhJA-AB, 10.:' 
455: WiPITE '6, 2000) 
456:, CALL IIT]UT,-'BOOZTEP LIFTOFF WEIGHT',t1IJLOII10.)


4957: bPRITE (6, 2000)


458: CALL IJTOUT ("MA. FPACT I ON, 1, :-:LAM, 10.3 
459: ,IPITE(6,2000", 






462: CALL ITOUT,'ENTRY WiEIGHT (ATMO3PHEPIC INTERFACE) " 1,IzIEHTPY 
110.) 
463:. IIPITE (6,,2000' 
464: CALL ITOUT(B'OOC-TER LANfIHG IIEIGHT',.,,ILAMD, 10.)









468: IRITE £6,2000) 
469: CALL WITOUT ("AERODYANM IC :-URFCES', PFT 01'10.4: 
470: CALL IITOIJT ,'BODY :TRUCTUPE ",2, PCTO2a, 10. 4:, 
471: CALL I.JTOUT ('ENVIRONMENTAL PPOTECTIO' ,2,PCT03, 10.4 
472: CALL I.TOIJT ( "LA_IFH AND PECOVE', '2, PCT04 10.. 
473: CALL I;.TOUT ('PROPUL:ZION", 2 PCT05. 10.4}' 
474: CALL U.ITOUT ('ORIENTATION."CONTPOL7":FEPERATION" 2, PCT06, 10. 4:' 
475: CALL IITOLIT 0 AVIONIC-",2, PCTO07, 10.4) 
476: CALL ,.TOUT U ELEC TR I CAL POhER _YOL-TEM', 2, PCT 08 , 10.4: 
477: CALL 'WITOUT ," HYDFAULIC :. 'HEtMATIC ',.TEM" , 2. PCT9', 10.4' 
478: CALL tTOUT,"D"RY WEIGHT",,PCTLO, 10.4' 
479: CALL bWT0UT','-DESIGN PE:?ERVE',2 PCT11,10.4", 
480: CALL IJTOUT," EMPTY WEIGHT', 1, PCT12, 10.4.' 
481: CALL WITOUT('MAIN PROPELLANTS',2,PCT1,10.4' 
482: CALL ITOUT,.TPAPPED PROPELLANT.U", 2,PCT13, 10.4


4 CALL IhITOUT,"'PEEPV'. PROPELLANT', 3, PCTI4,10.4


484: CALL IlTOUTL(' INFLIGHT LOS''E" 5 2,,PCT15, 10.4)






487 : lJR I TE ,'6, 3000" 
488. IJRITE '6.2 f000;, 
489: IRITE (6,5000) 
490: CALL IlTOUTr''TOTAL LENGTH ,FT.,',ILPEF,10.1" 
491: CALL I.JTOUT,:'.-'TRGE DIAMETER .FT)',1,IA5 10.1) 
492: CALL hITOUT 	 "LENGTH-'DIAMETER PATIO' 1, LDRAT 11.2' 
493: CALL IJTOUT(-'AFT OKIRT LENGTH 'FT. ,2,L kIRT, 10. 1:, 
494: CALL bITOUT ( I NTEPTANK "ZPACING ,FT, '2 LI tC TG, 1 0. 1) 
495: CALL I;TOUT(-'NOEE LENGTH ,FT),',2,LNOZ,*E, 10.1" 
496: CALL IITOUT('LO2 TANK LENGTH 'FT) ' ,2,LO:J-'TK 10.1)


497! CALL bITOUT,.".'UEL TRNK LENGTH 'FT',",2 LFLTKIi. 1',


498: 	 CALL IJTOUT('TOTAL TANK VOLUME INCL ULLAGE',IVTTV, 10.) 
499: CALL hJTOUT, 'LO : ' TANK VOLUME ",' VOT-" 10.)', 
500: CALL IJTOUT ('FUEL TANK VOLUME", 2, VFTK, 1 ", 
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501: UIRITE,.*63 6000) 
502: CALL ITOUTrIING AREA ,S- FT)' .1-,OING,10.1', 
-5 03: CALL WITOUT' "ING LOADING 'LB-. ' FT "', .., -.RAT,10. 1? 
504: CALL WTOUT(',JIN .PAH PT)':.1 .B 10. 1" 
505: CALL WITOUT,:--TRUCTURRL WING ---PRtN CFT',1 -FPR, 10.1; 
506: CALL I.ITOUT"'ROOT CHORD rFT",,CP,-I. 
507: CALL UITOUT('THEORETICAL ROOT THICKNE-_- tFT) 1,TPOOT, 10. 1 
508: CALL ITOUTf"TIP CHORD '.FT&',,1 CT, 10. 1' 
509: CALL WTOUT:-'TAPER RATIO.ITAPER,10.3, 
510: CALL hlTOUT "'"---PECT PATIO ,1,AREF.,10. 1:, 
511: CALL IJTOUT ("SEEP OF FILLET iDEG)',I, LAMBDFI10..', 
512: CALL ,J.TOUT-'LEADIH'H EDGE SWEEP -DEG," ,1.LAMBLE, 10.1:' 
513: CALL WTOUT("TRAILING EDGE -ZI.EEP (nEG.-'. ,LAMBTE,10. 1i 
514: CALL .TOUT ," "PA--PRNI.E DI 'TANCE' , lDYlB2, 10. 1 
515: CALL ITOUT(-'DI", ,PYlI 10.1 
516: CALL WTOUT "D'2' ., "Y2,10. 1) 
517: CALL WTOUTC'CF1,CF,10.1t) 
518: CALL IITOUT: C1I 1,C1,10.1. 
519' CALL WTOUT,'C2'..,I,C2, 10.1;' 
520: CALL ITUUT, *C3",1,C3,10.1) 
521: CALL .JTOUT"'C4',1,C4, 10. 1. 
522: CALL ,.TOUT '."C5'- 1,C5 10. 1.' 
523: CALL I.TOLUTC('C6 , 1CEt.5 10.1) 
524: CALL ,ITfOUT('CF" ,lC7,10.1.; 
525: CALL ,TOUT f CS".,1,Cc": 10. I: 
526: CALL IJTOUTk r'LAM C,2' V.,I.,LAMC21, 10. 1' 
527: CALL W,.TOUT, "LAM C.2 , 2', 1, LAMC22. 10. If 
528: CALL ,TOUT,'."O LAM C-'I", ICOCL21.10.4) 
529: CALL IITOUT,'":Oo LArM C'2",1,C DL22 10.4) 
530: CALL ,.TOUT('COS LAM 2 EFF", I.LAMEFFY10.4"j 
531: CALL WTOIT ":LA TRUE', 1',CLATPU, 10.2" 
532: CALL WTOUT('CLA REF'S,1,CLAREF, 10.2' 
533: WPITE,6,7000.) -
534: CALL I.TOUT"'VERTICAL TAIL AREA (0'-- PT), 1IVERT, 10. 1, 
535: b.IPITE',:,8000:, 
536: CALL .ITOUT("HOPIZ-ONTAL STABILIZER AREA ," T:,' 1,._-HORZ, 10 -
537: C 
538:-C * * UNIT OUTPUT n 
539': C 
540: CALL ADDPEL ' 4., 3HLEH. is1 LEN) 
5,1. CALL RDDREL ,.14.6HdOMAIN. 1.,IIOMAI', 
542: CALL ADUREL'.14,E.HFMAIN, IFMAIN', 
543' CALL ADDPEL(14, 6HVOMAIN, IVOMAIN) 
544: CALL AfDP.EL(14,6HVFMAIN, 1,VFMAI') 
545: CALL ADDPEL,(14,E.HVTMAINIVTMAIN" 
546: CALL A"DREL k14, 6H1,JGA:_PR, 1 ,IGA3PR) 
54?: 
548: 
CALL ADDREL (14, 6HIJFUTRP., 1 
CALL ADDREL ' 14, 6HlO':'TRP, 1, 
IFUTRP.) 
,.O:-'TRP. 
549: CALL ADDREL (14, 6HIEGTRP., I .JEGTP 
550: CALL ADDREL,'14, 6HIITRP , 1,I.TRP. 
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551: 	 CALL AflDREL (14, 6HbIOXPE:, 1 tI.IRES' 
552: 	 CALL ADDREL"I4,6HJFLREI-, 1 *bIFLPE' 
55: 	 CALL AIDREL,(14,6HWFPF' , I,*FPR) 
554: 	 CALL ADDREL (14, 6HIdA',AC3, 1 iJACi:: 
555: 	 CALL ATDREL e14, 6HI,IA:.'A ,1 IJA2R'.AB) 
556: 	 CALL ADr]REL f14,6HI,IA',":P 1 hIR,"P) 
557: 	 CALL ABlP.EL (14,'6.HlFLLEE, 1, bFLLO:Z', 
558: 	 CALL AfDfPEL1 14, 6HbfIXLU., 1,I'JUOD 
559: 	 CALL A'DREL (14' 6HIILO:.3 I1: IILO.:-, 
560: 	 CALL ABDPEL ,14,6HIOTK 5 I NOTK. 
561: 	 CALL ADDREL (14', 6HIFTK , 1, hIFTK, 
562: 	 CALL ABflPEL(14,S6HVUTK ,1,VOT.I 
563: 	 CALL ADDPEL(14,6HVFTK 1,VFTV)


564: 	 CALL ADrREL (14, 6HVTTK 1,VTTK:) 
565: 	 CALL ARlPEL,14,6HDIR 1,1DIA:, 
56E_-,: CALL ADDREL(14,6HRADIU3" IRAPIU:,


567' CALL ADEL,14,6HALEH '1,RLEPD


568: 	 CALL RADPEL :14, 6H:UIIHG i,C1h.,ING',


569: 	 CALL AfIDREL,:14,6HVERT 1,Y''ERT' 
570: 	 CALL AUDPEL(;14,,H&HORZ 1,* HOP7.' 
571: 	 CALL AEDPEL,:14,6HCP[OT i,CP, 
572: 	 CALL AiDfPEL(14,6HCT i,CT", 
573: 	 CALL ADDREL(14,6HB2 -,P21


574: 	 CALL ADDPELi'14,6HB ,,B,


579: 	 CALL AfDfREL(14,6HDYI *,1DY1)


576: 	 CALL ADBRELe14,6HD'e2 , 1 ,nY2.


577: 	 CALL ADREL.14, 6HCF , 1, CF" 
578: 	 CALL RDREL 14,6HC1 CI:' 
579: 	 CALL AlDPEL,'14,6HC2 ,I ,C2) 
520: 	 CALL ADfPEL(14,6HC3 , . 
581: 	 CALL ADDREL (14-6HC4 , ,C4 
582: CALL ADDREL(14,6HC5 ,!,C5"s 
583*- CALL ABDREL:I14,6HC6 ,'IC6" 
5S4: CALL ABfREL,14,6HC7 * IC7) 
585: 	 CALL ADDREL,14,6HC8 1,CS.'


586: 	 CALL ADDPELu.14,6HLAMC41, 1,LAtMC41"


587: 	 CALL ADDffEL ,.14,6HL~rMC42 1,LArMC42.' 
588: 	 CALL ADBREL ,I14,6HCAV1 , 1,CAV1 
583: CALL ADPEL,:.4,,6HCAV2 , 1,CAV2". 
590 CALL AirP.REL (14, E,HLAMC21, 1, LAMC21) 
591. 	 CALL ADDREL(14'6HLAMC22, 1,LAIC zc..' 
592: CALL ADDPEL '14,6HLAMEFF, 1,LAREFF) 
59"3: CALL ADlREL,:I4,6HAREF ,IAREF' 
594: 	 CALL AEBREL '14,6R1,IJIdING 1, IIi.IIN' 
595: 	 CALL ADDPEL t 14, 6HI,IJiIH,I 1,1.IIII H, 
59E: 	 CALL ADDREL :14- 6HI,,ERT , 1 . II',ERT) 
CALL- ADREL (14, 6HhIIHOPZ 1,hIHORZ597: 	  
598: 	 CALL A-DfPEL(14,6HbiHOPH,1,IjHOPH"


599: 	 CALL PROPEL '.14.6HIJ-URF , 1, I,I7;UPF) 




601: CALL ADfPEL (14, 6H1JFUTHT 1 I,hFUTHT) 
602: 	 CALL ADBPEL (14, 6HkII N.T:..T, 1, ,IO:.:T, 
603: 	 CALL ADDPEL ,(14, 6HIt::-'THT,, 1, ld-'THT." 
604: 	 CALL ADrflEL :14,, 6HITHR.T, 1 i ITHP'T­
605: 	 CALL -DDPEL (14, 6HIhIHO"T 1 1,IhO5Ti 
-606: 	 , bl, TGCALL ABDREL ' 14., 6HIh- T G 1'T MT' 
607: CALL ADDREL (14, 6HIIN:-T., 1, II-	 TG., 
608: 	 CALL ADREL '14, 6HIC:EC:T., 1, IJ:EC:--T, 
609: 	 CALL ADDREL "14, 6HIdBOD'V ,1, .I1dBUDY' 
610: 	 CALL ADDREL(14, 6HI,,II UL, 1. IIN .UL:' 
611: C-ALL RDDREL (14, SHIlMI UL, 1, i IHT 	 UL" 
612: 	 iALL ADDREL , 14,6H.ITP..- , 1,IJTP­
613: 	 CALL ADDPEL(14,6HJJLRNCH, 1,IhLAr4CHI, 
614: 	 CALL ADPREL(14,6H.,LG 1, IlLG.j 
615: 	 iRLL RDDPEL'.14-6HILRD ,I I.ILP.., 
616: 	 CALL ABDREL,'14,6HUIENsG , 13 IEH"Y 
617: 	 CALL ADDRELt14,6HI,.ABPP ,i 18ABPR)
518: 	 CALL ABDRELf4,6HWABTK , 1 IdABT 
619: 	 CALL ADDREL,:14,6H,IFEEfl , 1,I;FEEIl., 
620: 	 CALL ADDREL (14, 6HHIJEHGMT, 15 I,.EIGMT. 
621: 	 CALL ADDREL "14, 6HIIPP 'y: * 1 hPP.­
622: 	 CALL ADDRELr14,6HIHEAT , 1IHEAT'., 
623: 	 CALL ADBREL(14,6H,.PPOP , 1blPROP) 
62.4: 	 CALL A9fPEL (14,EHII:TB, 1 UISTAB. 
625: 	 CALL ADTREL (14, 6HhICS ,11 -AC 
CALL ADDPEL (14, .H.AC..TK 1 ,IACCTK. 
627: 	 CALL ADDPEL (14, 6HI,IAEPO ,1 IIsIAEPO", 
628: 	 CALL RDDREL"I4,6H'J:EP ,i1,.7?Ep) 
629: 	 CALL ADBREL ':14, 6HWOR2UL, 1 IP.ZIUL: 
630: 	 CALL AEDPEL (14, 6HIA.1VION, 15 IAVION" 
631: 	 CALL ADDREL'.144 6Hh.JPO.JER, 13 hlIPIER, 
632: 	 CALL ADDREL '14, 6HIJHYCAD 1 IIHYCrOF, 
633: 	 CALL ADDREL, 14, 6HIIfDRY ,1, ,DRY, 
6.34: CALL ADDREL,.14. 6HICOHT , 1,4lCONT) 
6,35: CALL ADPREL £14, 6HItEMPTY, 1, hlEMPTY:, 
636: CALL AE'DPEL "14, 6H.IBLOII , 1 ,IDLOJ. 
63,: CALL ADEPEL. 14,6HhiTJET ,1, kITJET', 
638: 	 CALL ADUPEL(14.,6HI-TG , 1.' IJCI'TG) 
639: 	 CALL ADDREL ,'14. 6HIIENTY, 1, lJEfTRY', 
640: 	 CALL ADIP'EL '14, 6HILAHt 1, FLAHD) 
641: 	 CALL AfDPEL'14. 6HI-ILAM , 1, -,:LAM­
642: C 
643: 	 END 
72 
1:C *-W-..,G.-*-'iEIGHT E.TIMTING PR3SRRP FOR *-t*t *-







5: 	 INTESEP- ICOUNT


: R'EAL HZ,LDRRT rH rLAMBDF, LRMALE. L;-MBTE, LAMC41,


7: 	 LAM&4at LREFLaMC2 Ln MC22LN0.E,


8: , LIRT TLPY LE, 12.' ,LI-TG,'-2T,,LFLT.F 
10: tAELIT.Y IN EN.-THR'vACrLHS.,Mr, bIMIN, LDRFTLNE1SE, 
11: *L 	 IRTXLAiPIN, LISTG5, THRAB,TOLLI3RT. 
12: 4-	 LRMBDF RMBLE, LNBTE,TAPER•CTCRRT,<DY1B2, L 
13: -	 .:,C£HOPZ.,QMR ,LF -WD5T PAYLD-,.LD CPAYL 
14: 	 C3P.CUTRP,CDXT r.-NTPOZ.NGNCXr.z 
15: *-	 CFLESyCVERT, CA.R"CyCR-B,CFLLCC.XLO,CULL 
16-: 4--	 ,LS, IST-.CULLFL,CD:ST, C:TGST, C.I I HG3CTHPS I , 
 
17: 	 C"_.T,Ct-UL CMI -ULaCLAN H,CABPR. 
13: COX-Z,CFLY. CHEAT, CE4'3T, CFDEL, CA.S,CC.OT,<, 
1?-: CBTKyCRERO .CSEPCNRY"C INCT,CCO, C.3PCE 
20 "CPOblER, CHYCADCCO HTyCENTOOCVERT,CHOPZ, 








24: DATA CGO'T.3.6G.', COTGT"'2.49' 
25: D;-TR- CPRY..-.200­
26': DRT;- CPRYLD'5.Z 
27: DATA CItIFUT'. 6>-. IO--T-. 310-' 
28: DAT,' CO:PTRP.'. or35PETP.120. 
29:- DATA- .EHGM,75.0- CO:-'PE2. .1012 
30: DLA-T --+ CFLPE•,. 012" CARc... 0045'" 
31: DRT- C'XAB'0.000j. CFLLOS.. 00272.' 
32: DATA COXLOZ. 00272-'/ CULLO,--. 03.' 
33: DATA CULLFL.-'. 03/. WIG'1781.­
34: DAT- CTCRA-T'.-03' 
35: DATR-CTHP1,'. 000274'. CLG.'. 001213." 
"3: DTA CIA:---TG-. 01377' 
37: DATA, CECIT". 015, 	 CINUL'.ux.,
33: DATA CMISUL/0.O/ CLANCH'. 000:3.­
:3- DATA CABP'0.0000 CLDP,-5.0.­
40: DATA CO:<:SYS.'. 006784, , .'. .006734.' 
41: DATA CHERT'5. 092'-, ,EHMT.. 0001 ­
42: DAFTA CTDEL-750. ", CAC:1530.-" 
4.: DATA CRCSTK.". 17. CABTK.. 17' 
44: DATA CAERO..0771", CEP .0015-"


45: DATA CHAV" 1300..', CINDT.'3."4-0 
46: DATA CCOM-1450.'s 	-,:PCE.'47. 
 627­
47: DATA CPDUIE,'I.50., CHYCD..505.­

48: DATA- CCOT.'1. - CENTtC'. 900.'


49: DATA L9MI N 310 




5-1 - C 
52: 	 DTt EN-'7. 0.', 
53: 	 DATA LH2.-. TRUE. 
54: 	 DFATI- l1MFzI-.3916406. ., 
55: DATM PYLD.'I 062 374...' 
56, DRTR,PEF '240. ", 
57: 	 DTt LOSE.'30./, 









bILND.. 2 00000.. 
Is5.575000. -, 
biET.TRY,'3 00000. ' 






fDTl !,IN.-- 11250." , 
68: 	 DATR C.HDR.--. 180. 
;DTA .QM.'Cq.­
70:C 
71: 	 PI=3.1415 
R:AD=57.2_5 
73: 	 DENOX=71.39 
74: 	 DENFL=50.45 
75: 	 !,IC.NT=r'. 
76: 	 TBUMP=-O. 
77:C 
78: 	 PE.RDcc5, IN)
79;: C 
80: TTOT=EmNG4THRVA-C 
-31: IF 'LH2,DENFL=4.37 
82:C 
33:C .-	 MRIN PROPELLANT- ­
84:C 
85: 	 TEMP=MP-1. 
:6 : IOMAIN=M1P*WMIN-TEMP 
87: 	 hlFMFIrN=MF+IN.'TEMP 
38: 	 VOMRIN=JOMA-INeDESNOX 
89: VFMIN=IdFMINlDENFL 




92:C **.-	 PESIDURL PPOPELLANTZ 
94: 100 	 CONTINUE


95: 	 IGSA&PP=CSFl 4-PPR,*'TMRI N 
96: 	 IFUTRP=CFUTPPhIMMIN4-,. 























98: 	 IEGTPP=CENTRP+i: 1. 121-TTOT'CEGM) 
99: W'TPP =b1i3A -PR+IIFUTPP+IONTR P+IEGTPP 
100:C 
74 








105: IFPR =hIOXRET.+WFLPEC 
106:C






1 10: TEMP=iIENTPY 'L,ILFND 
111: YFNXRIB=CRXRB-( (TEMP-i." / (1. +-TEMP)) *,IENTP5 
1127 ,IAMP- =,IRX-JR.RB 
113: 
114:C a* INFLIGHT LO.SES *-o 
I15:C 
116-: WFLLDO"=CFLL03.*lFMRI 
117: WO-LOS=CO-LOS*,tOMAI N 
118: IILOS. =WO:LO3+WFLLD-­
119.:0C 
120:C **-TANA CONTAINMENTS +*.­
121:C 




124: YOTF=MOTV- .DErOX*-" I.-CULLO:-N) 
















134: TVOL=1.32 -:PI*RRB IUS-(F4LEN-e) 
135: TEMP=.78.-4,DIA -, 
136: TEMPI=2.*LEN 
137: LOT=,,'VOTK-TVOLD 'TEMP, +- TEMPI 
133: LFLTK=,'VFTPK-TVOL).TEMP' +-TEMPI 
139: LPSY=PFYLf .-e PNYLf. 7354-.D I R*.i)) 








144: IF,:RSfIFF) .LT. .50)G0 TO 50


145: REF=PEF +- fDIFF-TOL "REF)


















153: THO-flCHORZT-WU 5 
154: iVEPT=CSVERTw-*-HCZ 
155: 0P=S0P7C ESINtG*(TRN (LSMBLE 'PA-fl: (LRMBTE.'RRfl)j, 





162: CF=DY 1*ThN LRtIBflF&RB) 
163: C3=fl'1*TRiPItLRM'BLE.'RDtf) 
164: 04=fl'V1 +TAN cL.911BTE -'IRDl) 
165:. Cl=C.R+-k~CF-,-3) 
166. CL=C___ 3c ' 
167. C5=012. -CCS.2. +C4), 
168: 06=CP S. - 'ES'S. +C4> 
169: C7=.79*C1-e.75.C2+C4)'' 
170; CS=. 75*0R-(. 75+C2+CT4" 
t21: LRMC4I=RTRtIC7z'fYI)RifD 
172: LRM042=RTRtI M~ 'net1 P 
173: CNY1=cCl+02) /2. 
174: £AV=0C2e0T' z2. 
179- LAtlCaI=8-TRrBK5'fMl) 
176: L3M022=A-T9t4 06 fY1'j 
177.-:M=R1DICV+Y 
178: LSMEFF=' LAMC41 *CRY 1*fY I -LRMC42.CRV2*fl72) TCMP 
17?: COSL2I=COS (LAMC21) 
130: COSL22=COSQ(RMCE2) 
181: JflT{3z (COELE ItOCtY1 *W*1 + 00EL22CRY2*lYE 'TEMP­
182: ZITPUE=O *rEMP 
133: ATRLUE=s++e.'$TUE 
134: CLRTRU= ((2. +PI+F±TRUE)' (2. -PSORT (4.*mTPUE/05A1'2> **2)> <PAnl 
185: C 4RE=L.1TU+TGSI4S 
136: AREFP =Sni+'1,IMtG 
137: C 




192: TEMPt =hiErTP'+tc*;:PAtl#. 90*biINS, 
193: %JWIriS=0WING.-( TEMP1'1 000000000. >44-.670>, 
194: !JET=CEPT*YEPT+*1.113cf: 
19:TM1 !ETY'YNSaW 0 *rC-P-~~1 2'.k!It<-­
196: '4H0=ONHORZ*TEMP 1 
197: kI2UPF=hI It1+bIERT+WHORS 
199:C






201 : WI NFUT=C I NFUT+'9FTK 
202: WI NOXT=C I NO: -.TVOTK 
203: blTHRS T=CTHPS1*rTTOT-n-4. 15:, 
204: TEMP=?fRT (PDflIU2*.2 +- LNOtE**:" 
05: WNOGT=CNOST*Rr*?RBIUc*TEMP 
a06: blTST=C2TGS.?T+DI +LNO EFtI 
207: TEMPt1=OT"-I-4FT +4,dAIFUT+'A I NGXT 
2 03: TEMP2=C IN2TG*'. 'LF-TEMPIt' 4* -. 300)
" 209: WINTGTEM2*ALPEF-* . 9-0? -ID(IR**-1. 05' 4-A' M,,i-*-. 1h77 












216: TEMP=2. P-I .RI I UZ.-(LOXTK+LFLTh:) 
217: ,JINUL=CIN-ULwTEMP 
219: ',IM ITUL=CM I TUL 
219: ITPS=W I N UL+W I.UL 
220:C 
221:C 44- LRUNCH-AND RECOVERY 44­
222:0C 
229: JLRNCH=CLANCH*,HBLD!I 















235: bIDOTFL=I4DOTOTx (MR-1." 
236: TEMP=LOXTiV+L I t{STG+LFLTK+-(. 25*-SV I RT: 











243: IF (LH2:,1PPSYS=,iPRSYS--,(. 1 0*VFTK. 
244: !,IHER-T=CHERT+17.954*rDIR*-+2 
2i45: PROP=UENG+BPP+W4BTVhW i+WHEaT+bNEGMTf+FEEDP 

246: C 




249: TDEL=CTDEL*-, tTHRVR. PCHRM) -1. 25i 
250: TI.TRB=ENG4 . 021*TDEL)*-. 773 
77 
251: :dI4CS=CSC'. W-TG-- 1385) 
2.52: !CT-C£TCCZ TRKO:SFC0 
253: WIERO=C RfERO-l*(WLRNfl.-. 63"K -63( (LREF-B) -- v.2a9' 
254: M$'EP=CSEP WTG 








259: .WRV Ia=CNV+C ItCTW-REF #CCOM 
260:C 




263: IPOWER=ClSORCE*?-JFRVIONww- 473) A-V CPObEP.-REF. 
2.64: C 

.265:C -n-HYDRRULIC ,i.lf PNEUMATIC $Y&TEM +*­

" 2&7i TEMP=, ( QW IHG+1-HORZ+SYET ) *QMRX-. 001 ) +-i. 3125 )­
268. 4- ( (LREF+B.'*?-4. 050 
26: ."HYCAD=CHY C Dfl.- TEMP.*-.--.V:3., 
270:C 














277. MCONT=WCJrT 1- tCCOT+TBUMP., 













286: WBLD =hIEMPTY-+ ,R LD+dMAI N+WTRP+.FPR+.,I'P-+tILrC: 
287: C 




292:C w*w- WEIGHT AT INJECTION 
2"I4: WsT=WBLub-i$-TGsT-;JrMFtI N I-LO=S 
295: C 
296:C *-- ENTRY WEIGHT AT ATMOSPHERIC IHTERFACE 4-4-44­
297:C 
'98: ,ENTI=WBLOL-:STG £T-PRLB-MR 1-WLO S S-htE,3TRP- ,'ENTRC ,h.RNAC 
300:0 ++*-WEIGHT ET LANDING o~**­
78 
302: ,dLFWD=&lfLOl-!--TG 3T-PYLI)-WMIA I N-UILO :-U,.-:<P-,IE3TPP-&I3FCPP-.O 
XTRRI 
303:C 




30 t: XL-iM=idMR IN..,UBLOL-PRYLfD)


307: 	 I'LiM .LE. :':L tIN)SO TO 110 
308: 	 TBUMP=100. 












313:C -+CN'VEPGIENCE CHECk 
31t4:-C 
315: bIFP=bIBLObP-t JL0Y 
A.:16 	 IF CRBS4(bDIFF .LT. T.0 
0 500 

3177 IF (ICJUUT .LT. 50"GO TO 51






32 0, 1IC'OUNT= I'COUIT I


321: 	 bIBLOUIP=WBLOt 
322: 	 GO T 100 















.331: 	 PCT03=4BTPS.-TEMP 













337: 	 PCT 09=WHYrR-*TEMF 















3,44. PCT 1 6=WbI,: ,'P+*TEMP






347:-C 	 GEOMETPIC LENGTH: FOFP- PROGPNIM OUTPUT *4­
343: C 
34 : 	 LEN(I.,=0. 
350: 	 LEN '2.,=LHOEE 
79 
351: LEt (3', =LEN (2:, 
352: LEN t.4 =LHOSE+RLEN 
353: LEN 5 =LEN 4> +LOXTK- 2. *RLEN:) 
954; LEN s:, =LEN (5> +-LEN 
355: LEN,7) =LEN ,:c, +LINSTG 
356; LE CO) =LEN(7, +LEN 
357: LEN , 9)=LEN t 3) +LFLTK--(2. *RLEN.' 
358: LEN f 10) =LEN 0)'j +ALEN 
359r LENl V'I)=LEN K10) +L- K I RT 












366: 3000 FORMTw.''r' STASE 2 GEOMETRIC CHRRNTERICTIC$:-0 
367. 4000 FORMAT,.'. ' Z.TTEM AND .UBTY'TEM WEIGH-T REPCENTRGE,: 
363 5000 FORMAT(' FUSELAGE:", 
369: 6000 FORMRT. WING:,


370: 7000 FOPMT(" VERTICAL T-IL:')


371: 3000 FORMRTr, HORIZONTSL !TAILIZEP:t:


272: 9000 FORMAT,' !!! CONVERGENCE CHECK, RECHECK INPUTS !!!Q 
373: C 
374: bRIITE(6,1000) 
375: 	 WJRI TE-,:.&-2000", 
,76: CALL 'lTOUT('AERODYNAMIC ZUFCE' 1 b1URF.10.j 
377: CALL hITOUT ('WIN'' 2, bl ING, 1O., 
373: CALL UTOUT('VERTICRL TRIL' 2,WbVERTY 10.' 
379: CALL UTOUT("HORTZONTRL -TRPILIZER' '2, !JHORZ, 10.­
$30: CALL WTOUTv'.lODY -TRUCTUPE"rlBODY, 10..­
381: CALL iTOUT' INTEGRAL LOE TANK", 2,WINOXTi0.) 
332: CALL !TOUT 'I NTEGRRL FUEL TRNK ' ,., I NFUT, 10. 1 
383: CALL JTOUT'vTHPU-T -TRU-TURE', WTH":T, 10. 
384: CALL .iTOUT rINTERTRNK :TRUCTURE':2,WIN2TG, 10.) 
385: CALL t1TOUTxtiOCE STRUCTURE- ,2,NDT, I0.', 
386; 	 CALL YTOUT, I NTER? TGE TRPUCTURE ",2, S-TGT, 10.'" 
.37: CALL ,ITOUT, SECONDARY STRUCTURE', 2, IWECST, 10.) 
3;: CALL &TOUT(iINDUCED ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION',WTP?,10.:, 
:89: CALL bITOUT ('TPNF INSULATION', 3 'INSUL, 10."j 
390: CALL WTOUT 'MISCELLRNEOU - ", 2, IMISUL 10.. 
391: CALL !,ITOUT,:"LAUNCH AND RECOVERY zY:TEM',I,'lLRD10.., 
392: CALL WTOUT('LRUNCH ERR"' ,Y1,ILRNCH,10.)


393: CALL ITOUTt. LANDING GERR-',2.ULG,10.' 
.394: CALL UTOT('PPDPULSION+, 1,1IP.OP, 10.. 
395i CALL WTOUT,'2 MRIN ENHINE'" 2,TENG, 10.:, 
396: CALL TOUT"'AIBRERTHING ENGINE",2,I,IABPR,10. 
397: CALL MITOUT,'"RIPBPERTHIN1 TRNKGE"x,2IBT.,10. ' 
39_ CALL ,TOUT,'PPOPELLRNT FEED VSTEM',2,hIFEEl, 10.*. 
399: CALL UTOUT,('MRIN ENGINE MOUNT:-- 2, IWENGNT 10.) 
















































































CALL WTOLIT(HEAT SHIELD", 2IiIHERT, 10.)


CALL WTOUTe.OPIENTATIONr CONTPOL: ". LEPAqTID"N '.lIOPWUL,


CALL bTOUT('M-IN ENGINE C,'IMBAL YSTEM"' 2,IJYTRB, 10.., 
CALL tOUT ("AC:Y",r2, wIACs, 10.) 
CALL WTOUT:-AC.$ TRKA3E',2:WACZTK, 10.." 
CALL bITOUT ('AERDYNAMIC CONTPOL'S " 2, hRAERO, 10.? 
CALL WTOUT"-EPRPRTIEN S]tEP",2,AWEP .10.. 
CALL TTU 'QIONIC2'1IAA'ION,1..' 
CALL ITOUT , ELECTRICAL POWER 27 TEN'. 1 hJPDWEP, 10. 
CALL WTDUT " WHDRAULIC I PNEUMAT IC EY-TEr'1' 1 .IIf'CBs,, 0. 
!P ITE (62 000) 
CALL 'dTOUT .DRY 'lEISHT', 1,WfPY, 10.:) 
CALL WTOUT('DESIGN RESERVE',IWCONT, IO. 
CALL ',TOUT("EPTY liEIGFT' ,1WEMPTY, 10. 
I,JR ITE-'6 -2000 
CALL ITUTQ(PPAYLOIY',1PALD,10.. -
WRITErI,'2000) 
CALL WTDUT ' 'MAIN PROPELLANTS", 1, IMftIN 1 0. ) 
CALL WTOUT('ONIDIZEP".'2,JWOMA IN IO. 
CALL WTOUT' FUEL " 2,WMAIM, I10. 
CALL I.TOUT('REOIBUAL PRfPELLANTZ"1,,WTRP, 10.) 
CALL IdTDJUT('TPAPPEfD GRES'-.2,.JGASPR,10..' 
CALL WTOUT("TPAPPED ONIDIZER',2,hlOTPP, 10.) 
CALL IJTOUT ('TRAPPED FUEL' '2 IIFUTPPF 10.? 
CALL IETOUT ( TPAPPED ENGINE PROPELLANT- , 2, hEGTPP. 10..' 
CALL WTOULT('RESERVE PROPELLAN-TS'1, IFPR, 10.) 
CALL IITUT ('OXIDTER'.2, WO'XRES, 10.) 
CALL ITOUT , 'FUEL' .,2,WFLRES, 10-. 
vCALL WTOUT: INFLI3HT LOSSE--" irLO."- -10.)1,k 

CALL 4[TOUT('O2,IDIZER" ,,2,WOLD& 10.)


CALL ITOUT &""FUEL' 2, hJFLLDO,-10.)


CALL WTOUT :"AUXILIARY PPDPELLANTC' '.1 * IIA2P, 10.


CALL WTOUT('"ACe PPOPELLRNT'.2ARXACC,'tO. )










CALL WTOUT'STAGE LIFTOFF I.ETGI4T WITH PAYLOADI, 1.,IBLDI,!, 10. 
IRITE(6,2000) 
CALL WTOUT("MA3SS FRACTION (BA-'SED ON INERT JEIGHT)'.1 ,XLAM, 
iIITEC .6,200 0) 
CALL WTOUT(' WEIGHT AT INJECTION .INCL PAYLOA,"', 1W-TG,10. 
lRITE6.,2000















451:, CALL hdTOUT "AEPODYNAM IC -UPFRES'•2v PCT 0 ! 10.4, 
452: CALL ITOUTU("BOEY STRUCTURE"2,PCT02,I0.4, . 
453: CALL hdTOUT "ENVIRONMENTAL PPDTECTION ,. PCTn03, 10.4' 
454.: CALL WATOUT ('LAUNCH ANB RECOVERY",2,PC'T04, 10.4" 
455: CALL lITOUTt'PROPUL:IO',2,PCTO5, 10.4) 
456: CALL WTOUT 'ORIETATION."COTROL2No'[ EPERArTION- ,2,PCT06, 10.4)






CALL WTDUTV'ELECTRICRL POWER .-­
459:, CALL UTOUTk..HYDRAULI-C &.PNEUMATIC SYSTEM" ,2PCTO9, 10.4-. 
460: CALL liTDUT'fDPY IEIGHT',,PCTI010.4." 
461: CALL WTOUT(DESIGN RESEPVE",2YPCT1I,10.4)


462: CALL WTOUT,'EMPTY WEIGHT', 1,PCT12. 10.4­

463: CALL WITOUT'''MAIN PROPELLANT"" ,2,PCTIT I10.4) 
464: CALL ,IOUT,'TPAPPEf PPOPELLANTV', 2.PCT13 -I O.4 
465:- CALL WTOUTC'PESEPVE PPOPELLANTS:" ,2PCT14,10.4) 
466:- CALL hlTOUT' INFLIGHT LO'-ZES',2,PCTI5,1O.4', 








471: !P ITEi,6 50 0.


472- CALL I.TOUT'. 'TOTAL LENGTH (FT.1,LPEF, 10. 
 1::'
 
473:. CALL-'.,TOUT,"'T.GE DIAMETEP '-T)",1IA,10.1)


474: CALL UTOUT,'LENGTHvDIAMETER RATIO"'15LDPAT, 10..2"1


475 - CALL WTOUTI'AFT SKIRT LENGTH- ,PT. ",2,L-:IRT, 10. i


476: CALL IJTOUT'.'PAYLORD SHROUD ,FT"' ,LPAr, 10.1.'


477:- CALL ?TDUT,'P-YLOAf DEMSITY (LB/CU FT' ,2,CPAYLD,10. 1j


478: CALL WTUT,7INTEPTANK [PACING (F).2,LIN::TG. 10.1i


479-. CALL UlTOUT ,'NOSE LENGTH- (FT")',2,LNOSE, I0.!.:'


480: CALL IITOUT-'LOX', TANK LENGTH :'PT) ,2,L::'Ts 10.1? 
481: CALL WTOLIT 'FUEL TANK LENGTH 'FT,'-2,LFLTK, IO. ) 
482: CALL lJTOUT,'TOTAL TANK VOLUME',IVTTK, 10. 
,483: CALL tlTOUT?.LO:: TANK VOLUME', 2,VOTK, 10., 
484- CALL IlTUT('FUEL TANK VOLUME',2,VFT',10.) 
485:- WRITE '6,6000)

486' CALL IiTOUT("WISG AREA (S FT)"', 1,-,IN, 10.1,

487: CALL WTOUT,."'WING LOA-DI,NG '.LB. FT)',1 .,I:SPAT. 1O.1)


488:- CALL ITOUT('WING :PAN (FT.:", 1, B 10. 1


489: CALL WTOUT'. "TPUCTUPAL WING E:PAN", 1 * "'PAH I1. 1)






CALL IdTDUT ,'"THEORETICAL ROOT THICKNEO'i" 
 
'4?2:- CALL IITOUT'"TIP CHORD (FT)',,CT,10.1') 
493:- CALL ITOUT,'.TAPER PATIO- , ,TAPEP,10.?3) 
494: CALL IITOUT 'A--PECT RATIO' - 1,APEF, 10.l 
495: ':ALL bTOUT('W.bEEP OF FILLET ,DEG) I  LRMBDF.10. 1)


496: CALL WTOUT ('LEADING EDGE 'SWEEP (DEG ' I,LAMBLE,10.I,


497:- CALL ITOUT- TRAILING EDGE BWEEP ,:DEG)'" ,LPIRBTE, i0.1.


4989: CALL UATOUT,'"PAMNWISE DI-TANCE-'1flDY1B2,10. 1;' 
499: CALL WTOUT ("DY1',1 D Y I , .10.1) 
500: CALL hITOUT cDY2''1IDY2,10.1", 
82 
501- CALL hJ]TOUT"CF' 1,CF, 10. 1'1 
502: CALL 1TOUT('1'ICl,1.1) 
503: CALL IWTOUTeSC2",1,C2,l0. 1)


504: CALL bITDUT('C3 ,I,C3,10.l1'. 
505:- CALL WTUT-('C4'IC4, 10.1) : 
506: CALL WTOUT'"C5-",1CS, 10.1) 
507- CALL WTUTC('.i, IC6,10. 1) 
508: CALL ITOUT('C?",IC7,10.1.' 
509:" CALL WTOUT:'C'8,ICS, .10.1.' 
510: CALL hlTOUT (' 'LAM C.2) I", ILRMC21 10.1) 
511:. CALL WITOUT"':LAM C/2);2,,LFAMC22,10.1I 
512: 	 CALL ITOUT'COS LAM C'1", 1,C!SL21, 10.4." 
" 513: CALL IsJTOUT,'"COi LAM C.-'2"1COO.:L2210.4 
514: CALL WTOUT""COS LAM 2 EFF '1,LAMEFF,10.4) 
515' CALL WTOUT('CLFf TRUE',ICLATRU,10.2., 






518: CALL TOUT('VEPTICAL TAIL APER --0 FT'l',I,1':VEP.TI10.I. 
519: hIRITE ,6.800'., 








524: CALL AfD]REL (14,3HLENx 11!.LEN) 
525' i:RLL 8DDREL 14. 6HIOMRI 1 ,UJOMA I'., 
526: CALL FDDREL (14, 6HFMIN, 1 ,IFMAIM) 
527: CALL ADBDREL,' 4,6HVMFIN, I,VOMAIN:. 
528: CALL FIIDREL (14-, 6HVFMFIN,1 .VFMRIM'. 
529: CALL ADDPEL"14-' 1-HVTMAI N * ,yVTMA I., 
530- CALL ADDREL (14, 6H!.IGAi PR 1 1IdG A2.--PP) 
531: CALL ABDREL ,'14, 6HiFUTRP, 1 •IFUTPP) 
532: CALL. ADDREL ,14 6HWOXTRPP, I , bIOXTRF 
533: CALL ]DUREL :14, HIEGTRP, 1, iJEfPTRP) 
534: CALL ADDREL,:14,-6HITPPY, 1TPPi 
535: CALL ADDPEL ( 14, 6HblOXREC,1, I,IRE£.', 
536: CALL 4DUREL (14 6HtIFLRES, 1,WFLRE'') 
537: CALL RADREL(14,GHhlFPPR tj,II-FPP' 
538: CALL ADREL .14,6H.R'(FCS, 1, I:8',RCs) 
539: CALL RDDPEL,(14,6H[dAXAB , 1.IIARB) 
540: CALL RDDPEL '14, 6H.,R, ,1 .Ih.I:PP) 
541: CALL RDDREL '.14, 6HWlFLLDJ. 1 ,WIFLL[].-' 
542: CALL ADREL "14, 6H[DXLO$, 1, ID:(-LO-j 
54:3: CALL AB]DPEL (1 4, 6N1ILZ:. ,1 x ILOFE)* 
544: CALL A'DDPEL '14,6HhIOTK 
545: CALL ADDREL .14,6HIFTk 
546: CALL DDPEL (14,6HVOTR 
547: CALL AIDDPEL ,:14,6HVFTN 
548: CALL ADUREL.14,6HVTTK 
549: CALL AfDlPEL.14,HfIR 























































































CALL ADfPEL '14 6HALEN ,I ALEN) 
CALL RITflREL (14-HSNiIlNG 1 ,.Z_dIHN G) 
CALL ADDPEL C14, 6HS'ERT * 1.•VEPT) 
CALL ADDREL,"14,6HCPOlT ,IY.CP) 









CALL RBDREL (14. 6HDY 1 1. lY 1."


CALL DDREL ( 14-'HD'r'2 1.lY2)


CALL ADDREL(14-,6HCFPCF. I 
 

































CALL AD]]REL 14,6HCAV2 *1 ,CiV2'


CALL ADIPEL '14, 6HLAMC 21, 1 LAMC21)


CALL ADDPEL:146-HLAMC22, 1, LRMC22)


CALL ADDREL , 14r6HLRMEFFr I, LAMEFF)


CALL ADDREL,14,SHAREF , IPEF)


CALL ADDREL "I4,GHIdIN8, ,1 IdU1ING, 
CALL ADDREL (1 46HIVEPT , 1, IIVERT) 
CALL ADLPEL (14-6HWHORZ 1,I, WHORZ) 
CALL RIiDREL (14,-6HIljIA:UPFP 1I, IP E) 
CALL AUDREL ( 14 6HII INFUT. 1,,l N FUT", 
CALL AB.DREL ,:14. 6HMIO".T. 1 WIHUO."T 
CALL ADPEL (14, 6Hh.JTHRST 1 THPS T) 
CALL RDDREL (1 4,6HId I-tSTG. 1 WIN- TG, 
CALL ADDREL14,6HINOST , 1,lNOST) 
CALL ADfDPEL c 14- HhJSTG:T, 1. WvT6-T 
CALL ADIIREL (14, 6HI.,ISEC&T. 15 lSEC&T)'' 
CALL AfDREL14, 6HWBODY ,1i,&SBfDY) 
CALL ADDREL "14-, 6H INSUL, tl IN'-'UL) 
CALL RBDP EL (14-,6HW PI .EUL, 1,1MI -UL) 
CALL ADDPEL "14 .H WTPS ,1.,.TPS') 
CALL ADDREL (14. 6HWLANCI, ,.LANCN+, 
CALL RffDPEL r4-I.6HLG - I.,LG: 
CALL ADDREL (14,6HULRD ,1, Id.ILPBL, 
CALL RDfPEL(14.S6HdENG ,1,JENG) 
CALL ADDREL,14.,6HWRBPR , IRBPR)' 
CALL ADDPEL ," 1 4, 6HABTK , 1, IdfBTk) 
CALL APDREL '14,6HI.JFEED , 1,IFEED) 
CALL ADIPEL (14, 6HWENGMT, 1 WENGMT) 
CALL ADDPEL ,"14. 6HtPP.'Y' . 1 i.,PR:. '':" 
601 : CALL ,bfREL,14.'HhHEAT .rbAHEAT) 
602: CALL RDDfREL (14 ,6HIPP.OP - 1,1PPOP) 
6 03: CALL BDDREL,'14r 6HIJSTRB IJSTRB) 
604: CALL ADDPEL; 14, 6HJRCC . 1 7, ACO>!3 
605: CALL FiDREL (14, 6HWAC:TK7 1, WACSTK'., 
606: CALL AfDBREL(14,6HhIERO , 1,IAEPO', 
607: CALL RfDREL(14,6HIEEP bIW:EP 
G08 CALL AffPEL (14, 6HURSUL - 1 .,IORSUL) 
609: CALL DBflPEL ,14,6HIAVION, 1IIFAVIUO) 
610: CALL AFDDREL (I 4, 6HIAPOIER, 1 - WPOWEP.) 
611. CALL RDlRELI4, 6HhHYCFlD. , WHYCfl), 
612:1 CALL IDDRELtI4,6HIfDRY , IWDRY'l 
613: CALL RDDREL (14, 6HWCONT , IAICONT) 
614: CALL FIDDREL (14. 6HIIEMPTY, I ,IEMPTYI 
&15:, CALL ADDREL(I4,-6HIJBLW ,IWBLOl', 
616: CALL FtDDREL (14,6H IPBLDd, I,, PBLUI' 
617: CALL ADDPEL(14.GHId.TG - 1 :&STGC, 
618: CALL ADDREL C.I4,-6HIIETRY, I -. ,IENTR) 
619: CALL ADDPEL '.14, 6HI,ILRD ,1 rWMLANf. 
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The program was developed to size a two-stage launch vehicle for


the space power system. The program is actually part of an, overall








The program sizes the overall,vehicle, generates major component


weights and derives a large amount of overall vehicle geometry.


The program is written in Fortran V and is designed for use on the


Univac Exec 8 (1110).. By utilizing the flexibility of this program


while remaining cognizant of the limits imposed upon output depth


and accuracy by utilization-of generalized input, this program


concept can be a useful tool for estimating purposes at the con­

ceptual design stage of a launch vehicle.
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